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INTRODUCTION 

John J. Yiannias 

Cae h 

ify 

1204 to the knights of the Fourth Crusade and in 1455 to the Orton n 

Turks. The fall of 1204 and the subsequent sacking of the city by | JA 
Crusaders did long-lasting damage to the relations between the Western. — 
and Eastern churches, but the feudal state that the conquerors hastily put 

in place, the Latin Empire of Constantinople, had an even; ort 

some of its counterparts in the Holy Land. Its inherent wea 

Byzantines’ powers of recovery enabled Michael VIM Palacol 

back the city in 1261. os 

"The fall of 1453, on the other hand, was not 

state had been moribund for the entire Palacolo; 

consigned to extinction, The Ottomans weni 
tary successes; in their new capital, as throt 

domains, minarets replaced belltowe 

mained Istanbul. Nevertheless the cultur 

crucible for over a millennium, and whi 

had displayed one of its finest f 

c 



shared 

yitian. 

sor the period afier the fall of the Byzantine 
nomena ol ! 

qo harorial pher 
Empire aw of Amold Toynbee, writing sixty Years ago, « “Byzan. 

In the view OF + cian,” socicty (he used the terms interchangeably 

rine." OF Orthodox C Lead living societies, which he distinguished og 

note others being the Western, the Islamic, the 
Allofthem hada larger extension in space and 

nt political communities; and he 

; despite modern politica] 

in this WAT
 ) waso! 

the basis of culrur
e, som” 

tindo, and Ee u
s Per «constituen 

Bd d belonging to the B
yzantine socie! : 

ode Russia and the countri
es of southeastern Europe. Applying 

else hor in which societi
es are the pecimens” of a “species 

pe ie En “apparentat
ion” and “affiliation,” and described the 

ES Western societies as being the morpholog
icall, y differenti- 

ated descendants of a sin
gle socicty, the now extinct Hellenic. 

Whether one thinks in terms as broad as thesc or resolutel
y avoids 

doing so, it is safe to say thar the forms under which life has been 

z F the world, ar least until recently, have been — 
experienced in most parts ol 

remarkably constant from onc generation to the next, except in times of 

cataclysmic social or environmental upheaval. While the Turkish overrun- 

ningof Byzantium presented most ofthe features ofa true caraclysm to the 

peoples who were subjugated, it did not result in the eradication of their 

way of life. 
‘The survival of some salient elements of this way of life is symbolized 

by thecommon use, in the Ottoman period, of the Turkish Rumlarand the 
Greek Jespariot or payuuoí to refer to Greck-speaking Orthodox Chris- 
mans. These terms, based on the Byzantines’ officially preferred name fc 
themselves (“Romans”), surely betoken the awareness of a 
degree of cultural continuity between the earlier ieee BO coe and later populations, a — 

Introduction 

determine how far into the modern period the Byzantine tradition has 
extended (although some of the papers allow inferences on this point) or 
to attempt a comprehensive survey.* Attention has been directed to a E l 
necessarily limited but fairly representative sampling of topics, which, mis = m 
hoped, will bring some important aspects of the tradition into sharper k 
focus ) 

The contributions by Steven Runciman, Speros Vryonis, Jr, Milos — — M 
Velimirović, Charalambos Bouras, Gary Vikan, Thalia Gouma-Peterson, 

and the present writer reproduce, in widely varying degrees of revision, the ———— 
nposium organized by the present writer and held 

atthe University of Vi on April 15 and 16, 1988, under the title now 
used for the book. The positive responses ro the symposium by those? 
attended it engendered the belief that the papers in collected form wi 

a welcome addition to the sparse literature on the subject in English, — — 

They are presented here with that idea in mind, accompani two 

contributions written especially for this volume by John Meyendortf 

Aglaia E. Kasdagli g 

The single institution most committed by its very nature, as well; 

by circumstances, to keeping viable the Byzantine tradition. after the fall of 

the empire was the Orthodox Church; and ecclesiastical pow t 

the civil privileges and responsibilities that it entailed with 

tem, resided ultimately in the Ecumenical Patriarch 

ple, Sir Steven Runciman’s narrative rakes us throug 

the Ottoman presence in Constantinople and 

some favorable and others oppressive, under wh 

triarchs and their flock managed subseque 

community. The persistence and in some case 
teristic elements of Byzantine formal cult 

concepts and practices, visual a 
and literary conventions 

papers delivered ai 



[ntroduct ron 

h certain elements of the Byzan, antin 
Mre Russia proceeded along its unig ue 

nusperee AoA 

" has given rise, The recent (1989, 
a of Byzantine Christianity ine 

ity 

ses ro Whit 
the stres 

ad {as Muse peint € 

grado were subyecred 

polial con
 and corr 

coevenk
mc formula

 ofthe 

celebeatior miknoial cheat s s par 
+ puke an makes sux 

ae notivations ol 

rom o 

ting the ptions to which the 

Third Rome 

he introduc
tion 

ticularly timely 

story has been added in re 
iste ded in recent 

fsocial h 

bscurity the realities experienced histor To the ohier n 

d against which gender discriny e ro rescue f 
cars the desire TO rescu 

ane women, Baste to the backgr
oune 

xall E any society MUST be examined 1s the legal status of its woma 

naon 1 
Tapping a huge number of archival 

and other w uen sources reflective of 

daly lite on the island of Naxos and in RUE localities
 in post- Byzantine 

Greece, Aghia E Kasdagli establishes Naxos as an instructive case of 

marked disparity between, on the one hand, the low social position of 

women and, on the other, their legally prorected access to prope
rty. Some 

els with, as well as divergences from, Byzantine practice emerge in 

the course of her discussion. 

In the latter part of our volume, the arts take center stage. The 

ashing characteristics of Byzantine music and its influence on the 

music of the Slavic world, particularly thar of the South Slavs and Rus- 

sians, arc sketched by Miloš Velimirović. In this field of creativity as in so 

many others, the rich liturgical life of the Orthodox Church provided the 

‘mam impetus. Velimirovic’s conspectus gives an idea of the obstacles to 

research, as well as the opportunities for it, that are presented by the 

Een ie achievements of this brilliantly cultivated bur 

The visual arts are probably the most accessil la 3 ible components of the 
oe the fall of Constantinople; yet, except for the 

s have tended E 

priore 1453. Unquestionably 
creativity of 

Introduction 

architecture in planning and surface a ccame i 
Ac pant, But as Charalambos Bouras Paper maeaea 
finucd to be builtin impressive number Teo PRECES 
so long as they were conceived as symbols of the Orthodox communia 
ties with its own past, rather than as attempts at modernization alon; 

Western lines, almost all of these structures were dependent on Wani : 
models. The scope of Bouras's survey and of his citations is indicanye of 

the increased interest taken in the post- Byzantine period by architectural a 

historians in the Balkans since the Second World War. 
The art form through which the Byzantine tradition after the fall of. — 

Constantinople has gained the most exposure in the West is no doube the 

icon. Thalia Gouma-Peterson describes the persistence of the Byzantine 

concept of sacred imagery through the times of social change and artistic 

evolution that followed the fall of Constantinople. The powerofimagesto —— 

conjure up the values thought to be essential for the preservation ofa 

community's identity has never been more clearly demonstrated than in 

the case of post-Byzantine icons, and ro see them in this light is to 

understand betrer the significance of their distinctive visual qualities. $ 

The manuscript described and analyzed by Gary Vikan, the Nal 

535, attests to the revival in the late sixteenth century of a of 

tine illustrated book—the lectionary, or collection of litur 

readings—that had flourished over half a millennium car 

learn, from Vikan’s unraveling of its complex history, nuni rim 
examination of some other manuscripts of the peri 

lectionary bears eloquent testimom to the permeabi 

aries in the Orthodox world of the 

Cypriot hierarch resident in Wallachia, take SC 

as a gift of the Rumanian vocvod ro the 

artists, and eventually transported to the H
e 

If Byzantine. culture cont ed 

territory, it also had a place of. 

Vryonis's words) in the Holy 

tradition of monasti 

Ottoman period ut can 

monuments, ds the sul 

church, of which it i 
ichi 

hc 
^ 



Introduction 

ing of myths, to facilitare the formation and ady Wem, 

ation: Snor been conducive ro the preservation of a B nt of 

se yen’ role in the history of southeastern Europ, lancea 

Tenn Near East. Nor have the surprisingly ephemera) (a Bus 

Es political ideologies and alignments of the recent Cold War. , 

er for bener or worst imposed new divisions on the map oa 
^ 

is c e ? of th din place ofthe old Te is hoped that the papers in this vol 
M phe lec definition of that role, by conveying colle ume wi 

ofthe considerable momentum that the Byzantine pr di an 

elf capable of maintaining after the fall of Const ntinop| tion 

A 
€ in 

Notcs 

The Lait Byzantine Renaisance (Cambridge: Cambridge ( lec Uniy 
ad ed. vol. 1 (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press; London Humph Uf ol. Ta, Reemsderations (New York: Oxford Us meendy Dimitri Obolensky has introduced as a eos in many respects like ‘Tovnbee’s Byz, he E Stresses the survival of the i 1 

982)]). A these usages, bur I belicye 
discussion of Byzantine civilization and its and See the article by M Ean? 4 Merk Be Eatin the National Geepraphic Masp 

l RUM MILLETI": THE 
O rT IODOX COMMUNITIES 

UNDER THE OTTOMAN SULTANS 

Sir Steven Runciman 

illis LOSS OF FREEDOM is the cruelest fate that a people can suffer, To 
the Greeks the fall of Constantinople in 1453 has always been an 

unparalleled tragedy, marking the end of Byzantium, the Christian empire 
of the East, and their entry into captivity. With historical hindsight we can 
sce that Byzantium was doomed, too sick to recover. Even if the gallant 
defenders of the city had succeeded in 1453 to force the Turks to raise the 
siege, it would only have been for a short respite. The Turks would soon 
have made another effort. And in the long run was the coup de grace so 
great a disaster? The Greck world was already fragmented, with far more 
Grecks living under alien domination, Turkish or Italian, than were still 
free. Would it not be a better thing for it to fall under a power that could 
reunite it, even though it would be reunited in captivity? What was the 
alternative? 

There were some in Byzantium who hoped that Western powers 

might intervene to save the Christian empire. Bur would the Western. 
powers ever bring themselves to cooperare in the task? And if they did, 
would they be effective? The so-called Crusades of Nicopolis and of Varna 
had shown that their troops were no match forthe highly eficient and uy 

to-date Turkish army. Besides, Westem help would only come it 
Church of Constantinople submitted itself to the authority of the Ch: 

of Rome. Some statesmen thought the price worth paying; and a 

of intellectuals believed that Byzantine culture should be n 

in his 
det it perish with its O 
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in age, t00, OF chiliastic notion: s 
anims Te was an ag 5. The co; 

a ‘ras the beginning of the reign of Antichrist, to be follow E 
" begin ed p 

“ on and the end of the world. That final cvent, it was Bener? 

Hm ake place seven thousand years after its creati peru 
su radar ss08 RC Maybe they Were Fight. Simple “hich 

etx shows that the world thus ended in 1492, the year when € olus 
A <2 There were just a few Byzantines, such as the Mur 

- gian Kritowoulos, who thought thar the only solution now was food 

= Greck people to accept the sultan's rule. p 

a Yer when the climax came, the citi ns of Constantinople, whate 
5 ‘exch mighr think, came together as onc in their brave, hopeless attem, ae 

verha liberty: They fought in v Bytheend of May 1455 theca 

E “in the power of the conquering sultan, Mchmet II. wat 

Mene was a remarkable young man. He was able and farsig} 
yond his years, self-reliant, secretive and devious, trusting no. ae E: 

smerciless when it suited him. But at the same time he had a res ag 
fre, an interest in philosophy and the arts, and a genuine con der 

cra welfare of his subjects. He should not be regarded a 
tal tyrant bur should, rather, be compared with the It, m k 

time or with monarchs such as Henry VIII BAR Galina! E. 
untnendly to the Greeks. He had grown up at a SE wl E 

ple, decayed though it was politically, was still a reno: x 
e amor certainly spoke and read Greck; and Be 
s ph osophy, With the great city in his power he sd 

o th He ruthlessly eliminated any Gar 
Was done he was ready to give his 

the Christian communiti sales ities 
towns had been 

hnstian population had 
d been appointed by 

edto remain there; 

The Orthodox under the Ortoman Sultans 

ligious head, who was responsible for seeing that order was kept and taxes Ext ic : " were paid, and that there was no disloyalty towards the ruler, MERMET 
extended this system to his empire. The head of the Orthodox eom 
munities in Ottoman territory was the patriarch of Constantinople, Hi 
should be put in charge of the Room Miller, the Onhodox qation ian 

There was, however, no patriarch of k 

Mu a 
found himself so unpopular that he had fled in 1451 to Ital rA 
generally held to have thereby abdicated, The sultan made in nera 
decided that the best man for the job would be George Scholation i 
had been the leading Aristotelian scholar ofthe ime: Fe had attended thE 
Union Council of Florence and there had supported the union with 

Rome, but then changed his mind and retired to a monastery under the 

name of Gennadios, and had become a leader of the anti-Unionists. But he 
could not now be found. At last it was discovered that he had been 

captured at the fall of the city and been sold to a rich Turk of Adrianople, 

who was somewhat embarrassed to find that he had acquired 2o leaned 
slave and treated him more as a friend, Gennadios was redeemed and 

brought before the sultan. Before he would accept the patriarchate he 

worked out with the sultan the constitution under which the church and 

the whole Orthodox millet were to be governed. 

According, to the terms arranged between them, the patriarch, 

conjunction with the Holy Synod, had complete control of the wi 

ecclesiastical establishment. It must be remembered that the patriarch’ 

never been more than the president of the Holy Synod, which 

elected him and could by a unanimous vore depose him 
were he pro 

be unworthy of his office or to have been elected uncanon
i 

in Byzantine times the lay suzerain could and did nominate:
 

for the patriarchate and could press for his deposition; 3 

seldom dared to disobey the sovercign’s wishes. Th 

pected to exercise a similar influence, should he so 

be appointed or dismissed except by permi
ssion 

synod; but episcopal appointments had to 

by the emperor in previous days. 
jurisdiction over the bishops- The 

of episcopal rank without patria 

© This all followed trac 
control c 



The Mastin Tradicum the Fall 
Tradi 

The! 

hese were very heavy, in theory because ise WE h in fact, debarred — from aT d its rare à 

EE M to por for being ewu 
m 

isod 
S. The taxes were collected by y armed force: 

geno ehe solan AE; and ie was the duty of the church Í erari pie balom n do so fully and promptly. As clerics 
Phe d d nor make for good ro punish bim i g taxes, this did r good | egal ewal from Py the laity. In fact the clergy were nor som berween the clergy ar ed ro them that they might like to fien suggeste s often sugges lie d it was unwise wholly cxempe. 1t wa ultan’s treasury; an Wise the si a voluntary SOS time the patriarch could levy what 

At the 

SEDI ee A ock nd henceded large sums of money ro keep 
taxes he pleased from * tans n wore ONET i eases that had a 

Patriard reos fheresy and church discipline only marters of here 
religious cement, thar is, 

not only 3 f testaments and ivorce, the guardianship of minors, Beate reread done hce canon law; Now they had to take b Cup eerie bers of the miller, according to Roman f .. wm also civil cases ED 
ine codified wing volume of customary law. It was 

t posite to appeal Urea ro a Turkish court or to demand 

1 i the 2 ibe heard in the first instance before a Turkish court. But as 

E EE expensive, and often corrupt and judged according a6 E 
to Koranic aw, no Christian would go before them unless he had influen 
e CAPA The num Were generally thought to be 

free from corruption. Criminal cases and civil cases between a 
Christian and a Turk went before the Turkish courts.” 

tis doubtful whether this constitution was ever written down. It 
m so generally with the tradinional constitution for a millet within 

: thatit may have been thought unnecessary to record it. The 
general evidence of history makes clear that it was accepted; and we have 

o fm er ex provided by the survival of many of the berats, which 
bishop received from the sultan on his appointment, and which 

icaes and duties. We arc told, however, of two definite 

= exemption from pay- 
deposition, except by the 

be Orthodax un The Orthodox under the Ottoman Sultans 
The other document p promised thar the hurch^ Church's customs with rega to marriage and burial ceremonies should be ters sanction, e Ne 

Easter Feast should be officially recognized, theo sould He freedom c hristians should have aster feast days, and thar no more *ques. Unfortunately when, some needed to halt the 
ed in a fire »titution settled, Gennadios Presumably he was elected by such hierarchs the Holy Synod. Then, on January 6, 1454, he wasrece (a inaudieneeby the sultan, who handed him the insignia of his EMEN the pastoral staff, and the pectoral cross The orjginlleross Hid ery Yt; od morc probably, taken by the ex Pa Patriarch Gregory Mammas when he fled to Italy. So Mehmet himself provided a new cross, made of silver-gile. As he invested Gennadios he pronounced the words c ‘i lose to the formula used by the Christian emperors: “Be patriarch, with good fortune, and be assured of our friendship, keeping all the Privileges thar the patriarchs before you enjoyed.” One privilege Gennadios could not enjoy. He could not be consecrated in the great church of Hagia Sophia, as it had been converted into à mosque. Instead he was taken to the second great cathe- dral of the city, the Church of the Holy Apostles. There he was consecrated by the metropolitan of Heraclea, whose traditional duty it was to perform the rite, and then enthroned. He emerged to mount on a fine horse, 

presented by the sultan, and rode in procession round the city. He re- p 
turned to sct up his residence and offices in the buildings attached to. [X v 
church, enriched by a handsome gift of gold from the sultan? E. 

On the whole, once the horrors of the city’s sack were over, the E 
Grecks had not fared as badly as might have been expected, The Or — 
queror seemed to be cager to see them Sone and Prosperous, and to. 
treat their church with respect. He was determined to revive Cor 
ple itsclf and for that purpose transported population there from 
parts of his dominions, including large numbers of Greeks from / 
Forced transportation is never pleasant; but many of 
from districts where they were surrounded and i 
unfriendly Turks. They were not sorry to come 
large arcas were sct aside for them. There they 
conduct their crafts and businesses in sor 
without interference. Even in the 

novement during the thr 
ould be converted into mo 

churche 

seventy yea later, the document was 
church, it was found thar it had Perish, 

conversion of a 
With the coi at the patriarchate," accepted the patriarchate. 

as could be collected to form 
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robably more comfortable than th ler ly an they | 3 Y had bee The Orthodax under the Ottoman Sultan Sultans 
Es r they were p! Mi 

hi 
Morcover, with the : 

hc Ottoman Emp; the previous turbule
nt centurics 

sail advancing, the Greck world was soon ro be united, exce | excepr fe 

Salis ands Cyprus and Crete, where rhe Venetians stil held s pe epp Rome mess 

Cyprus and Crete would soon be conquered by the Turks, fj e an Mosque on the site acto the sultan, who pulled ie eee 

Greeks there from the hated domination of the Roman Church "io E the Pammakaristos. The mun ae then moved to the convent Feo 

Te mihe have been worse. But it was not all well. The Greek Dirt the convent building ro Be ha Gia ER meets 

Fide rate lze that they were now second-class citizens. They had gq ovc to visit him there to isc CES IER ERO ae Mehmet 

a distinctive dress and the laity could not sport beards. In Sieur MR entering the church itself, lest Gera logy with him, carefully never 

Turks they had little chance of success. Even a decree of the Us against Er Sket over from the Christians itch nearer 

favored them might be annulled by Muslim legal authorities tan tha actly whar Sultan Murad TT didin ESR ECT ES precaution, 

contrary to Koranic law. Still, the sultan's good will was valu a being then to borrow the little church of St PE was obliged 

Pee ere latte eaders, was gracious towns batriarch of Alexandria, rill, carly in the next Gente Won NIRE 
MER erate Bayeri, had grown up at a rin Owards the Duild its present church of St. George, with officesaroud iC te allowed to 

ED ius had been forgotten. He ime when the quarter, then entirely inhabited by Greeks, Like all churches the Poara 
as no intel. the sultans till the nineteenth century, it was n arches Bilas 

visible from outside, ! (ot allowed to have a dome 
resins an) a He Grecks merely as a subject people, unworth 
respect. His son, Selim I, actively disli! c Chri: i Y of ES SUE forcibly 3 gl reum and even thought There were two particularly cruel burdens that the Chr 

$ E enam When ro that this was impracti. bear. First was the practice called by the Turks the deni ae 
icy should at least surrender all their cl irecks the 7 PREE cable he demani all their churches Greeks the ratõopágwua, which permitted the Turks to take one b 

2 t stia Juse! noy, from each Christian houschold and bring him up asa Muslim, toserycasa -— Thebori B d 
is porte pe patriarch, who, in default of doc u- 
p ae ae gruss janissaries, who swore 3 janissary, either in the armed forces or in the sultan's secretariat, or as a 

E. x ia Fe queror receive the keys of master craftsman, according to his ability; and naturally it was the most 

Yarious quarters ipturcd promise in return that the Chris promising boy of the family who was taken. Occasionally the janissary 
s- remembered his Christian family and might be in a position ro help im tans should retain thei e n cir churches, Selir 

‘The great sultan » SCUM gave way. 

him, the iver (d. E i: s the Magnificent, or, as the Turks Ai various ways. Süleyman the Magnificent’s distinguished vizier, Mehmet 

» Was a just and conscientious ruler wh, Sd Soküllü, who was by birth a Serbian Christian, used to have his Christian 

lO saw nephews stay with him and sometimes even accompanied them to Chris- 

from the top. 14 ties were respected. Bur after hi 
cr nn " Eey er his c tian services. But such cases were rare. 

= 
The sccond burden concerned education, The Turkish authorities 

discouraged Christian schools. They did not interfere with the Patriarchal 

Academy in Constantinople, which had had a high reputation. in Palaco- 

a times and has survived to this day, having been periodically re- E 

‘atriarchs. Bur attempts to found schools —— 

or academies in the provinces seldom succeeded. In Anatolia the local 

governors closed them down almost at once. In the European provinces, 

where the officials were on the whole more to
lerant, they usually 

until some suspicious governor accused them of teaching 

excellent academy was founded in Athens towards the 

century but was closed in. about 1615, to be refoi 

lasted, though with a diminishing 
reputation, 

logan 
formed by progressive minded p 
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short-lived academics at Thessaloniki, a ; E. 
ry. There D eins din some of the islands, An academy ane 
plsandat Tante had a high repute. Six patriarchy el 

3 of th e later se : le ; ted there. Till the later seventeenth c. 
century were educa sical education on N Century in a good theological educ n Mount il obi Atho? 

En tumed obscurantist. When in 1 the patriarch c. ̂ 
ron the Holy Mounrain, the professor 

gnen is, so shocked them by his me demis am 
ees phy that he fied, lucky, he though, to have B 
Bee P nian Islands, under Venetian rule, there were d 
Es în Gor and Zante. But boys from the Turkish prov 

y encouraged to go there. us g Es E ilo higher education. A boy having some 
connection with a member of the Greek colony there who would finance 

TS- ‘could go to the University of Padua, then onc of the best in Europe. 

1 . c -eclly for philosophy and medicine; and no onc there would try to 

> 

d 

h Cyril 

Gaver him ro the Roman church. The Greek hierarchy would also pay fop 
umber of boys of humbler origin to study there. After 1577 there was 
Othe College of Saint Athanasius at Rome, run by the Jesuits for young 
eeks. Ir provided an excellent education. Orthodox pupils were admit. 

great pressure was put on them to go over ro the Roman church, 
choice was provided after the early eighteenth century when the 

"princes of Wallachia and Moldavia founded academics at the 
Bucharest and Jassy. These maintained high standards; bur 

ks found them a bit too modernistic. !^ 
omer for education. But schools 

„especially whe tis necessary to bribe the authorities, ts to be the church's main problem; and it was enhanced. 
s which now could only find an outlet in 

of the patriarchate involved 
and financiers, all of whom 

fals, such as the Protek- 
of records, 

an of the church, 33 s oined the episco- 

The Orthodox under the Ottoman Sultans 

and Sinai, under the sultan’s sway; and their dealings with the central 
government were handled by the patriarchate of Constantinople, because 
twas on the spot. All this added to its labors and expenses. The patriarch: 
are, and many of the bishoprics and monasteries, had large endowments: 
And the patriarch could tax them as he pleased: Bur there were limits to the 
sums that the faithful could pay. And the Turkish authorities demanded 

id morc in the way of bribes.!7 ore an mo'e This was largely due to the patriarchs themselves, Gennadios seems 
c retired in 1465. His successor, Mark Xylokaravas, had only been. to have n 

y 

n the throne for a few months before an ambitious prelate, Symeon of 
Trebize nd, collected the sum of 2,000 gold pieces, which he offered to the 

iItan’s ministers if they would order the Holy Synod to depose Mark and 
"cct him in his stead. The sultan’s Christian stepmother, the Serbian 
Ciancess Mara, whom he greatly respected, heard of this and rushed to see 

Pim to get the transaction annulled. But she herself prudently brought 
ee feces of gold with her. Though her wishes were granted; Neiet 2,0 ea would-be patriarch had to produce a sum of money, generally 

an en as the peshkesh, or gift, to have his candidature ratified by the sultan. 
ooh managed to secure the throne a few years later, but then was 

bid by a Serbian prelate, Raphacl, who offered to pay à 

OU Wy sum of 2,000 gold picces to the Sublime Porte! By the middle of 
yearly he peshkesh was usually 3,000 gold picces, and the 

nual tribute roughly the same. Byth nde pariah Was eat 

EE E varying number of "voluntary" taxes; and he had to hus 

: utron consumed by the palace guard, men of voracious appetite 2 

vas thus to the interest of the sultan to appoint new patriarchs 

E “hs as frequently as possible, Suleyman the 
to reappoint deposed patriarchs as freq y as posibi ee 

ficent was the only sultan to disapprove © this. Thanks = 

eae ah I enjoyed an unbroken gn of twenty-one years, by! 

Ras e paid chal history. In the century from 1495 to 15' 5 there 
the longest in patria! story be Rib 

were nineteen patriarchal reigns. missed 

ses on the throne, though only thirty d sc 

pon i after deposition. Some reigns were sh A 
y were reappointed after depos : 

de " igned for twenty days in 1595, then for four yea
rs, 1: 

rel E 

E D venteen days in 1603. Cyril Thad seve
n ¢ 

the seventh century t 

602, then for sev d Í 
ai 

Ta irons His rival, Cyril I, ro
get ES ERA m 

he reigned for twelve noth d
m ise Je 

ixtus III paid 5,600 gold pies 

[aged attack, the foll
owing day. 
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The pales and the annual rrip 
thar things had gone P o: is 1795 there were on uu 
Fen ee dtwenty-three individual patriarchs, Afe, '} shal reigns and twenty ial patriarchs, After r 
paare forbidden to try to pay for the peshkesh from the p 
e oe had to raise the sum from their own pockets 
eae, because the debts of the Patriarchate S wercestimated at 100,769 piaster 
id RED on enough to pay for regular expense 
Beet re phiindependence the debts were said ro ipod 
EEUU sje for the church thar à had ne 
REDE tolits aid. The rulers of the wea MENU Db and Moldavia had submiticd voluntarily «2 
ear and so wer allowed to keep their thrones under Ori 
suzerainty. They were willing now and then to help the Patriarchate w ith 
its money problems. Further to the north there was the tsar of Muscovy 
Ashi considered himself, after the fall of Byzantium, to be the head of the Orthodox Chain commonwealth, i was his duty to concern hima 
with the welfare of the Great Church of Constantinople. But the p, nes 
sity of these potentares, though great ar times, w as spasmodic. In the fir 
half of the seventeenth century Muscovy was in no position to s 
Patrons nearer at hand were needed,22 

An unforeseen result of the Ottoman conquest had been the rebirth ‘of Greek mercantile life. The Italians, who had domi; ated the trade of the Levant in the later Middle Ages, lost their privileges, and their cc lonics ir had any liking or aptitude 
large and expanding. Ottoman dominions passed into the races, Jews, Armenians, and, above all, Grecks, their favorite pastime of, politics, excepr as regards the took up commerce and banking, thus being of 

selves with such matters, there being few Turks with any knowl- Sea E ctia an entry peeks homes. ; [o his weak ee Was necessary. A some trumped. caus to have it all confiscated m BON Or some other misdemcanor, 
Was the fate of the first Greek 
'acuzenos, whom the Turks sur- 

end aid, 

for commerce; so 

E 

Pa SVenue 

$4 jo b f 
SE 
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on the Black Sea, a city th was almost entirely Greek, where his wealth 
uld not attract Turkish envy. He was able to marry the dau; 

prince of Wall: 
ghter of the hia; and he could exercise so much influence in the church he was able to have a worthy patriarch deposed for ruling that one of 

Tis f amily marriage schemes was forbidden by canon law. To gain favor nis th the sultan, he fitted out at his own expense sixty galleys for the Ottoman navy. Even so the sultan put him to death in 1578, appropriating 
nd selling, off his estate. Most of his magnificent library was bought by 
Monasteries on Mount Athos.23 
mon gis slightly younger contemporary, John Karadja, made a vast for- 

s caterer to the Ottoman army, a postin which he was succeeded by 
i onvin-law, Scarlatos, sumamed Beglitsi, who acquired a fortune even 
ae ster than Shaitanoglu’s. When hew as murdered by a fanatical janissary 

30, the bulk of his wealth was inherited by his youngest daughter, in 1639, 
ira, widowed princess of Wallachia and Moldavia, There were by 

Roto number of rich Greck merchantand banking drase A 
ew ey quirtec of Constantinople, DUREE ENDE money in 
Piana rand. Moldavia; where lone in tie Oceania lay 
Malachin rud own land. There hey fae ieee NEIN nobility 
Chis ih the ruling family ofthe BIS NS DUE CR 
pede »nnection with Constantinople? financia 

In thc mid-scventeenth century a young Chiot, trained in medicineat n s " 

j Iled Panayoti Nikoussios Mamonas and nicknamed “the green Padua, called Pa 
5 ould as easily find a green horse as a wise 

Le appoints by the pear AN 
man OE rita to be his family doctor. His linguistic gifts and his general 
Se nee Köprülü that in 1669 he created for him the post of 

abiya Fe an of the Sublime Porte, that is, interpreter-in-chiet and. 

et E ies rerariat in the Foreign Ministry. As such, Mamonas lez 

ee zs 5 beard, to ride on horseback, and to wear a het 

za NR fur. So well did this work that vem Mamonas died in 1673, 

Köprülü appointed another Greck
 = the rae E 

"This was Alexander Mavrocoi lato, Ree cem 

dra and her second husband, a Chiot w d pere = 

Gr c Venctian family of Mavros or Moro (ow TE s
es 

SESS Dibelo the Moor actually les E Mis Ped 

family of Cordaro, and whose mol 

Roman family of the Massimi. 

Greek College in Rome, without, 
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ty of Padua, from which he was sent down f 
Sogna, where he obtained a doctoral dcc "lot 

cere 
ation ofthe blood. Ar the age of, 

Church anc 

then ar the Universi 
behavior, then at Bol 
remarkable thesis on the ircul 
fe was appoinred grand orator of the Grea dien 

Tanarchal Academy, while continuing his medical practice, with ° 
art one of s pants. He was thirty-one when he becar 

ragoman, He held the pos il 1698, apart from a few months in Ad 

Mab pe was unjustly cast into prison as ascapezoat for the Turkish £ 
Iter Vienna In 1698 a still higher post was created for him, y 
Exaporites, Keeper of the Secrets and chicf scretary to the sultan, wins! 

titles of prince and illustrious highness. He died in office in 1709 vith the 

No other Greek reached such eminence in the sultan’s service 
many Sf hem in the eighteenth century were employed by the On Bur 
namen proa fr themselves; and they used thcir position 
help fellow Grecks as well. When the native dynasty of the Bas rib ota 
ERU nabian paintipaltis, the sulcan appointed Grecks fron! 
Pranarias princes of Wallachia and Moldavia. As with the patriarca 
‘candidates forthe posts had to pay a large bribe to secure the appx ini 
as Well asa heavy annual tribute; and the Turks therefore made f xu 
anges No princely reign was allowed to last for long. Rich though she 
principalitics werc in natural resources, few princes returned ES ug 
apean icher for their experience. Yet many of them sos; 
edam Itcarricd prestige and a princely title for the family, as wel] E 

enjoyment of power. It cannot be said thar the princes, in 2m - 
Sages recoup themselves, did much for thcir subjects, nuc 

buch as Constan to, ite’ > US omen lie Exaporite's grandson, were Ee 
planned to liberate the ser, taxation, to make it more equitable, and 

5 But the princes did a great de. s anahe 

cc wig 
h Cnty. fe, 
Jur 

f the 
1 the guy 

failu 

Tan 

rele for Hellenism ieaadenien h at Bucharest and ecame centers xinsical leaming, Where the Greeks were cm 2 SHEER 
The Phanariots were also mente i EEE t the Church. But there their 

sir generosity they demanded 
DEEP organization anda 

lucation and wished 
fotey for the benefits 

"Produced some well- ja 

heir intellectual 

middle of the 
still adding to 
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their libraries. By the end of the century the books bearer By the cre oi (€ books were usually un MORS th Emm hate with its political Wesen 
longer satis ee supervise the provinces Ic lost touch with the faithful there. This became all too dear when in the eighteenth century the fash- 
ionable stirrings of nati »nalism began to affect the Greeks, especially in 

hile the monks in Gres rey t i ccce rejected the attempts of the 
patriarchate to improve their education, they supported rebellions eie 
ments, and even banditry, urged on by anticlerical Gree! en andes ERR reeks such as Adaman- 

Greece itself 

ti 
The movement for Greek independence posed terrible problems for 

the patriarchate, Each patriarch had on his appointment ro swear alle 
ce to the sultan and to undertake that his flock would be PA 

Ottoman government £ ould he break his solemn oath? Besides, living in 
thee in Constantinople, he knew thar though the Onoman 
administration might be sinking into chaos the Ortoman army was still 

formidable. Every recent Christian rising, in the Peloponnese, in Cyprus, 
in the principalities, had been savagely put dawn. Could he encourage his 
flock to take such a risk? Would it not be better to follow the advice of the 

older Phanariots? They hoped to work their way further and further into: 
the tottering Ottoman bureaucracy, so that when it collapsed they could 
take it over. But such an attitude was nor to the liking of impatient young 

tionalists, even among the Phanariots and the hierarchy, When in 1821 

the flag of rebellion was raised, in the principalities by a young Phanariot 

| in the Peloponnese by an archbishop, the fears of the patriarch, 
justified. But he could not bring himself to denounce and 
he rebels, as his Turkish masters demanded, He paid forit 

enter of thin; 

na 

and 
Gregory V, were 

excommunicate t 

with his life.*” 

It is not possible in one brief article to give more than an outline of 

{illeti. Bux I have tried to show that the Greeks in 

Tourkokratia deserve a better treatment than most 

hem. Despite all their difficulties, despite the un- 

worthy behavior of many of them, they managed to keep Hellenism alive. 

For that the basic credit must go to the great patriarch Gennadios; and 

ultan Mehmet the Conqueror, who had no wish to 

ish, Subsequent sultans were less enlightened and 

the story of the Rum A 

thar dark period of th 

historians like to give t 

some of it, indeed, to SI 

sce Hellenic culture per 

it mus 

their task. Credit must be given, 

who stimulated a renascence of 

making a far more solid contribunon to 

too, to the much mali Phana 

Hellenism in the th 

it than did that o 
EM. 

t be admitted that several subsequent patriarchs Were sunfitted for | | 
E 

à 

x] 
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«The story of the Tourkokratia displays f 
yall rhe same, the story of an oppress? antickerical Korais 

heroes; but iris a 
he! 

who refused to lose i
ts 

abovcall, the chu
rch that 

oic sto 
identity and ro forget its high traditions A Popp And it e 

kept the light burning 
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THE BYZANTINE LEG HE BY ACY 
IN rH E FORMAL CULTURE OF 

CHE BALKAN PEOPLES 

Speros Vryonis, Jr. 

HE SUBJECT OF our symposium, “The Byzantine Tradition after the 
Fall of Constantinople,” is as vast as it is important, Both the title and 

the subject recall another such conference, held at Dumbarton Oaksin the 
spring of 1968, entitled, “After the Fall of Constantinople?! Burthe years 
that have elapsed between the two conferences have brought a viral 
revolution in our understanding and conceptualization of the period itself 
and ofits importance. There is now much more concern with the history of 

the ongoing rhythms of Byzantine civilization, and a realization that the 
political and military events that led to the demise of the Byzantine Empire 

did not terminate Byzantine civilization in castem and southeastern Eu- 

rope. Indeed the older and narrower academic divisions of the disciplines, 

which attached decisive importance to political and military history, have 

collapsed before a broader understanding of human historical experience. 

Although most Byzantinists today are still encapsulated in their 

chronological cocoons, they are slowly, often vaguely, becoming aware 

that Byzantium did nor dic on the fateful morning of May 29, 1453,and —— : 

thar its civilization remained a potent force in the lives, ment 

cultural creations of Greeks, Bulgars, Serbs, Rumanians, Albanians, and — 

others. But a difficulty is presented by 

who wish to chart or study the Nachleben of Byzantium in this later period | 

must master not only the classical languages, but also a bewilderi
ng array 

of Balkan languages: modern Greek, Rumanian, Serbo-Cr 

garian, and eventually even Albanian; and in addition 

the oriental languages: Turkish, Arabic, and, it is hop 

these languages are rich in primary source mater: j 

one can successfully pursue Byzantine or post-B 

1: 

the matter of languages. All those | b ü 



ter 
the Fay feating the voluminous modern scholarship in y fine dia by becoming a classicise and then fem J 

Slavist, Onen and Neo-Hellenist Comes, Ba Whereas the interest in things post. p, nae TN studi in the Western hemisphere. th. Balkan pec is Dew t M wolbdevdoped interest in this period in their respecte haveg Fie The postwar era has seen not only extensive and q, à s Jona] pi By Stolinhip on the history and culture of th variant m ig Balkans, bur also several excellent multivolume serp Abitan he histones, in which great attention is given to the c i) On the nant the survival of the Byzantine tradition. The SiXtcen.y eo Period 5 grrot icq; € Toyo il dicare. two n D hratin, Thes a rand represen i 
NClusions in ther » and popular culture. On a similarly m the arts, Educa 

G arly high leve] i | 
volume of the Ionia na Bulgaria, a Series Currently appe ^5 the f 

j Neuss ofthe Bulgarian Academ F Sciences, In the CERE und Naroda Jugoslavije, 3 combined c; i 
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become familiar with Balkan and orien 
could I begin to probe the nature of B 

tal languages, and that only then 
survival after 14 $3 

yzantine culture and the extent ofin 
I have turned to this last question ir n three articles over the past twenty years, in which T have tried to work out for sss M to juestions related to the degree of survival and the form ofthe Byzantine legacy during the Tourkokr atia. In the first essay I attempted to discern yzantine and Ottoman cultural institutions * € inextricable union of religion and the state in the Middle Ages, and indeed in early modern times for the geographical area in question, determined that the formal aspect of Turkish. society would be Muslim: sultanate, bureaucracy, “church,” literature, and a great deal of the art. Conversely the basileia and Orthodoxy had determined the formal institutions of Byzantine society, and so the influence of Byzantine formal culture could only follow the large-scale adoption of the Byzantine yle of theocracy;a¥ occurred i EE a Bulgaria, and to a lesser degree SUE s 

in Russia and Rumania. At a second evel, however, it was obvious that 
Ottoman folk culture was. profoundly influenced, and in some cases was 
even determined, by that of Byzantium. At the same time, Ottoman. 
i tions reduced much of Byzantine culture to the level: of popular 
E e I concluded this first study as follows: “The effect of Turkish forms 
= ae Byzantine legacy was decapitation on the formal level and isolation Ó 

2 pu wi later I attempted to analyze the histone aula MEA ] 
ence B one Balkan people, the Greeks, under Turkish her : 
pem the Tourkokratia. constituted onc of the major pe E c 

historical experience and that b M outs ha hp 
: ents in the culture and socie! : polit 

es the simplification of class HEES pe impoverish- 
ment, ethnic dilution, religious retreat, legal bens E c 

ularization or Seed d pe 
ost recently, in the coi ie ya c ks 

eur 1500 to the Twentieth Century; E Bac a 

dealt with the Nachleben of Byzantium. me ae 

culture, I returned to the general subject: ME 

Byzantine Legacy Folk icant 
incursion into later Byzantine cultur Boc 

zation that I had always found useful i 

ence—namcly, the separation of the 

the boundaries between B. 
Therein I concluded thar thi 
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Tie Byzantine
 Tradition aft 

extremely convenient in my cff ad extremely convenicni A 
ction has prove 

in 4 

ie El es " profer continuity and change in Greek cu 
re gnus i 

| ovem vie 
four millennia of identified exist xe 

j ture throughout van by pointing ro the different approaches 
S third essay I began by p ig ro th 

3 

| Bias Jars, Nicolac Iorga and Phaidon Koukoules. The former, n 

l ap greatscholins survival of Byzantine culture after 1453, found ip in 

onum 
: i <oukoulcs, oi 

| amempüng n Jl number of ghost institutions, Koukoules, on the Other 

3 relatively amal A ms of cultural survival in popular institutions 
| hand, rraced the ri 

i s 

Meocdingly found it necessary to write 

L it he could cover his own subject 
found thar he could h 

$ = i3 popular cultur, 
| Ikan peoples, together with a vertical structure oj 
| UE i procesa placed onc layer atop another. F urther, 

given the fact thar folklore studies, or I should say studies of the popular 

Í eure, of the Balkan peoples arc well developed in the Balkans, I em. 

l a comparative approach by cxamining Grecks, Bulgars, Serbs, ang Turks. Six topics were studied: Byzantine Constantinople and Turkish 
| Istanbul; religion, or man's relation m Ec and to the unknow n; the 
| jan and pastoral cycles and calendars; the panegy7s, or festival; ang 

the popular e of Alexander the Great. This comparison revealed E 
profound continuity of the Byzantine legacy in the popular culture of the 
Balkans and underlined the fact that despite grear linguistic and ethnic 
Variety, this popular culture had a pronouncedly Byzantine spinal cord. 

Tn the present essay I wish to rum to the second facet ihe general 
problem of rhe fate of the Byzantine legacy, that of the formal culture of 
the Balkan peoples under Ottoman rule. This is a far more complex 
phenomenon than the Byzantine legacy in the popular culture of the 
Balkans. First, the nature of the Ottoman conquest was such that it largely, {bur not completely, destroyed the Balkan dynasties and aristocracies, the b Eu of Byzantine formal culture. Second, the primary beneficia- } T rr he Moslims and their society, so that ir 
ogg n thar now gained from the wealth 

auk eid s at the splendid network of mosques, 
ELI ibraries, and pre with which the Otto- 

Erin Third, the urban centers 
: to Islamic thythms of social and 

o ofa f 3n the formal culture of the Balkan 
on a strange half-life. Finally, we are 

Seda certain regional variety, and 
on 

and 
hr volumes, whereas orp 

onc thin volume. I posited a 
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w zh a pea endured for over four hundred years, with the lifeand culture of the Christians undergoing a fundamental change in the cigh teenth and nineteenth centuries. Because my subject is vast I 
myself to a few topics: law s 
Mount Athos, and literature. 

shall restrict » the religious calendar, religious painting, 

Law 

Byzantium, as the conscious heir of Rome and unconscious heir of the 
Hellenistic kingdoms and ancient Greece, had a very elaborate legal sys- tem, which was divided on the one hand between secular law and canon 
law, and on the other between formal legal codes and acknowledged customary law. The diffusion of Byzantine legal codes, customary law, and 
practices, particularly to the Syriac Christians and medieval Bulgars, Serbs, 
and Rumanians, has long been the subject of investigation. The closer the 
medieval Balkan states drew to Byzantine civilization, the more did their 
legal structures reflect the influences of Byzantine law. The shock of the 
political decapitation of these medieval stares at the hands of the Ottoman. 
conquerors undoubtedly relaxed the hold of the Byzantine legal system. 

1 should like to begin by underlining the importance of the land and 
the sca in Byzantine legal codes and customary law. The economic exploi 
ration of the land and sca lay at the basis of Byzantine economic life and 
accordingly the emperors were constantly exercised to regulate it, in Works 
as carly as the Digest and the Novels of Justinian,* and then through their 
various reworkings, until the abridgments of Armenopoulos and Vla- 4 
stares.” Perhaps the two most spectacular bodies of law thar deal with the 
regulations on land and sca arc the agrarian laws of the Macedonians and 

the Rhodian Sca Law.!? I shall examine certain provisions from each and 

try to trace their history during the Ottoman period. This will give us the 

opportunity to look at the question of legal survivals in very important a 
arcas. ` 

Protimesis and Protime 

In the extraordinary corpus of Macedonian. agrarian legislation de ij 

to blocking the land expansion of the magnates, the te r
h«centu 

perors attempted to protect the fiscal, social, and terri 

free peasant village by restricting, land pun 

peasants, relatives, and neighbors, Utilizing; 
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or preemption, this body of legislation, as i The Formal Culture of the Balkan Peoples 
te, calibrated hierarchy of peasants p Eielorpesssnt lands and farms, 4° persons has prior rights to purchase. These documents vary in Ih eie ten erred cscs tions of the “preferred” persons, The Tarifa ees 

ae he Tarifa of Mykonos of 16 a c es wee! 5 aper differentiates between relatives and strangers." In 1695 the ES 
rights in the purchase of M. 
icut identifies them as 

refer to them as consisting of, Deter hy nro pe in descending order, brothers, relatives. neig! DESS 
eee etree compet i DA : » relatives, neighbors, and finally any citizen, d whether local or not. Santorini and Pholegandros provide the mostspe- largely fai > : protimesis had rhe nature of grorimesis and cither quote or giye - ves 

a clear understanding of Es m neda Jegislaion, especially the lav ; cific erni x of preferred purchasers, identifying them as the first rela- 
Macedonia aw of ves, from the mosi lo sh the fi à the contents of some of t a ESPE VIT. Such are the dc eger immediate down through the first cousins and their 

Romanus I, and casio EU ee Aum (a. 1500), cd children (second cousins and thcir children arc nor included}, and then 
" f Dei natianos, 29], and cighbors. 

sions of Demetrios Chom j $ : 

the Hexabiblas of Armenopoulos (1345) RE ess ES indicate 3 The rights of the preferred purchasers differ from island to island. 
^ c T a ad promulgated e$ c c = $ 

clear knowledge ofthe fact that the Macedonians ha Pema 1 these often in regard to the statute of limitations within which the right of 
Jaws to halt the depredations of the aristocracy at the expense of the preemption had to be exercised, In the case of property sold at public 

peasantry, the laws were no longer applied with this socio-political aim in auction, the constitutions of Syros (1695, 1812) provide that the pre- 

Dind. That some aspects of protimesis were still being applicd in late ferred residents on the island itself have a period of ten days in which to 
Byzantium emerges from two documents of sale dated 1375 and 1393, exercise their option to purchase, whereas in Santorini (1797) they have 

where an individual exercises a proumetic right to buy property on the bur three days." The island of Poros provides a general, nonspecified 
basis of being a neighbor.!? period of six months for the preferred to appear and make their claims.1? 

We know that the texts and vernacular Greek paraphrases of Ar. In cases of sale other than by public auction Santorini provides a fifteen 

ulos and Viastares circulated in Greck lands under Ottoman rule year period for those who are abroad to return and to claim their nights 20 
On Pholegandros the period is only five years?! Indeed the Nomokriterion of the seventeenth century, composed in ver- 3 ; 

nacular Greek, covers the subject of protimesis in chapters 53 and 55, and Extremely important was the seizure of property for debt and its sale 

refers to the Novels of Romanus Land Manuel 1 (2) on the subject.!* What at public auction to pay the debr. This is particularly important in the case 

docs rhis all mean? Was prorimesis stilla living legal principle regulating the ofa citizen’s failure or inability to pay the sultanic tax of the haradj, as well. 

sale of land in the Ottoman Empire? as other taxes. In such ek the ue of ipo purchase was always. 

The answer to this jon i ined by T. upheld and enforced (Mykonos, Syros).- sil 

bodies of cede Ny analyzing he : The constitution of Santorini underlines a most important pring} le i 

records, Recently I analyzed and translated a large number of these consti that lies at the basis of land sale and of land confiscation by the authorities. —— 

tutions, which describe the law and custom that were proclaim: ed by i This states that the ownership of the land is inviolably yoked to the - 

local governments of Mykonos (1647) Syros (169 2E E oy payment of the haradj and other imperial taxes to the sultan, So longasan 

(1829), Santorini (1797), and Pholegandros (18 ^. d y 1812), Poros islander remained domiciled abroad, the authorities of Santorini removed § 

id whi 68) under Ottoman rule him and his immediate family from the category of the “preferred” pue 
£ 

U ah Tec a legal institution and practice known as protime (zro- Reese 

rins). sporis 
blished an el

abori 

shes in the purchase of 7 

Prose this preemptive purchase 

Sors was known in the Byzantine texts as py, 

as protimesis ( 
well known, estal 

had preemptive ri 
peasants’ right ro € 
tives and rhen ro ne 

timus. 

By the eleventh ce 

of Syros refers to persons who have protimetic property but docs not describe them, whereas in yf the central government te fforts of the central g vent to halt close relatives:”!¢ The authorities of Poros asant lands through the application of 

they agree ee pais matter, and often differ These references to protime in the constitutions of the 
is is the pri Heia ha unifying principle in the striking proof of the continuity of the Byzantine m 

ret property), whatever the cause for the sale of protimesis in the legal codes and custom of 
SOD entire category of preferred ticularly notable is the occasional application of p 
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E "ropeny of delinquent raxpayers and then y 
confiscate the pror 

m sell 

EE long with their rax obligations, ro the pr ferred category of 

m ion or othenwise. 
| Bice dads 008 Us citherat public auction or otherwise. This 
| preemptive p fe and legal forms, which associated Jang 

yrcemptive purchase 
mershi ics and with prec 

wma i ya, our samples are from a restrict 
na constitution! dte 

need afa general pattern? And were they € 

implemented? 
Here one must 

several thousand of these hes 
ve chosen one of them, 

cia: Tri dated September 14, 1666, and is from Myk. 
onos. 

“In praise of Christ, ‘Amen, September 14, 1666. Today Kera 

Kourresa appeared in the ofice of the chancellery and says that her 

fist husband, the late Georges as he was called, had a picce of land 

bought from Nikolos Delatolas for 24 reals, as appears in the doc 

Jument of this same first purchase recorded in 1649. Today the son 

of loannes Papagiakoumos came from Chios [and asserted] thar 

the above property was dowry of his aunt by the name of An 
nousa, daughter of the late George Papagiakoumos. Since this son 
Was absent at the time that the above property, which is located in 

recalls 

the oldest Byzantine praet? 

group of 
I provisions represent a freak, isola 

rum to the norarial archives. Petropou
los has edited 

documents from Mykonos, Siphnos, and else 
ar random, which deals with the 

j f the fand called Demetrakes, was sold, coming today he “contra- 
I dicted” [the sale] as [being] the closest relative and the nephew of 

___ theabove Annousa, And he took the property by giving the above 
7 Payment of the 24 kurush. In this [matter] the above Kera Kour- 

tesa is taken [ic bought out] and she acknowledges that she 
. &eived the payment of 24 kurush and that the xa 
! t 1 property belongs to te the above Giannoules in the future. For confirmation of the truth EE. poder J ?rge Santorincos witness. An- 

Zeretanos a Witness. Papagerasimos Vidos chancellor of Myk- 
in 

okratia was thus 
practice, We see it 
land 
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Syros, Hydra, Naxos Melos, and Nisyros. Further it has been recor 
, » and Nisyros. Furthe 

s Hyd. 
been recorded in an towns of Gargalianoi, Kyparissi, and Philiara, Kam 

pouroglou noted it in Ottoman Athens as well-25 But all of . 
of these cita 

come from territories under Ottoman control, and there are enoia of its invocation in tax-related matters to suggest that protime may have served or reins g vive 
been preserved or reinstituted by the Ottoman authorities to s 
their fiscal interests afeguand 

That this was not the case, however, emerges from an examination of 
the partially published norarial documents from Gephallenia and P3xoie 
islands in the Ionian Sea thar escaped Orroman rule and were governed for 
centuries by the Venetians, Here roo the principle of protime in the pur- chase of property appears to be the established legal practice? We may 
conclude that the protime mentioned so copiously in the insular constitu- 
tions and in the notarial documents of regions under both Omoman and 
Venctian rule constituted a Panhellenic legal phenomenon that enjoyed an 
uninterrupted life from the earliest Byzantine times until its formal abrogae 
tion by the modern Greek kingdom in the mid-nineteenth century, 

I have not yet inquired further into the diffusion of this Byzantine 
legal concept and practice outside the Byzantine homelands. It was, hows 
ever, introduced into the legal systems and agrarian practices of the Danu- 
bian principalities in the seventeenth century as the result of the influx of 
Greck influences.2? The lack of complete uniformity in the actual exercise 
of the preemptive rights of purchase in the Greek-speaking lands that we 

have cxamined must originate in the destruction of the centralized Greek 

political authority, which gave ample opportunity for the developmentof — 

local variations. 
4 

Maritime Law of Byzantium and of the Tourkokrata. 

Just as the disposition of the land remained crucial to the everyday life of 

the Balkan Christians under Ortoman rule, so the regulation of sca. explo — 

tation remained particularly important for the Greeks, who continued to Ey 

be the Balkan seafarers par excellence during the Tourkokratia. Asir 

case of protime, the matter of maritime law is richly 

legal forms. i 

bur above all the Rhodian Sea Law provide 

establishing the legal base of maritime 
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1453: and these documents, when taken together with the ins, alar 
| Tüons and notarial archives, make it possible ro discern the pt Cons ti. j sunival of Byzantine maritime regulations in the Ortoman pe c tems oF 
j completed a lengthy discussion ofthis marter in a recent work Ish meg 

| only ro its conclusions here.?* al ree 

i “nthelater Greek customary law dealing with the sca we ot 
| following: C the 
| (4) Most remarkably, the captain and the crew share in poy 
| profits and loss of a commercial voyage?" he 

(2) When only the capital and interest arc attained at the comp 
| Of a voyage, the crew is entitled ro a portion of the interest, 30 P'ction 

13) When the capital is either lost or diminished the cre 'di 
| their interest, and the caprain and ship (crew?) mu 
| restoration of the capitals! 
| (4) Maritime loans differ from land loans in that they are nog and completely secure. They arc valid maritime loans when they fre maritime commercial venture and there is a maritime risk involved ie 1 mago maritimo. Thus it is posible for the lender/venturcr to sai? damage to his investment while being entitled to a higher rate orc (usually bur not always, 20%) ifthe voyage is successful. 32 i jo (s id the pepe loan to be fully collectible umcy and return of the ship, a fact stated explicitly fern J yin bur also implied in the insular Exelon? x 

(6) Commercial journeys that are 
| damaged or destroyed by storms or by i into the above cat x im tegory (no. s), and crew is either negated or diminisheq 4 

(7) Aside from their share as partici A are as participants, membe 

itors lose ist contribute to the fuj i 

there must be a safe 
the notarial records 

disrupted or in w] hich the sh 
piratical or for NU ign ships do nor fir 

ofthe captain and 

T5 Of the crew can 5 

necessary for saving the, the jettisoning of, 
ae dr ie DP mp he response 

Provisions in later Greek ma 
the n : Wandin oe and law are in 

TW tine legal 
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documents, In the Rhodian Sea Law th Be fit € captain and crew share in the post-Byzantine maritime cu two shares; a steersman's one share and a half; a master’s mates shan share and a half; a carpenter's one share and a half; a boatswain’s one ince and a half; a sailor's one share; a cook’s half a sharc "3 As for dicia stitution of Hydra (1793) ordains, “Where there isa loss, each ment | companion shall pay in proportion to thar in because it coincides with their share. Similarly they shall contribute toward the loss a sum commensurate with their share?» 
The Rhodian Sea Law has a similar provision: t 

istom: "A master's pay 

ber of the crew and. [cach 
which he takes, aj 

“If there is an agreement for sharing in gain, after everything on board ship and the shipitself have been brought into contribution, let every man be liable for the loss which has 
occurred in proportion to his share of gain; 

The Rhodian Sea Law distinguishes markedly, as docs the later 
Greek customary law of the sea, between maritime and other types of loan: 
"The law ordains: let them not write moneys lent at sea to be repaid out of 
property on land without risk. If they do write them, let them be invalid 
under the Rhodian Law." ‘This difference is reiterated: “Captains and 
merchants, those among them who borrow money on the security of ship 
and freight and cargo, are not to borrow it as if it were a land loan «c let 
them pay back the loan from the property on land with maritime inter 
est."42 

Full repayment of the maritime loan depends on a successful termina- 
tion of the sale of goods and safe retum to the home port, and this isso in 
both the Rhodian Sca Law and the later customary law“ Damage or 

destruction to vessel or cargo that is nor the fault of the captain and crew 
cither negates or diminishes their fiscal responsibility 

The reference to capital investment (BAvaióur) by sailors in post 
Byzantine maritime custom? seems to be referred to inthe Byzantine legal 

code of the Basilica: “The captain is not responsible for the commercial — 

exchanges of the sailors.™ This provision is repeated in the Hexabiblos of " 

Armenopoulos. T 

Ax later customary law of the sca wherein wrecked ships and goods E 

remain the property of their original owners, so in Byzantine times they — 

remain in the possession of their original holders, “Goods taken from a 

shipwreck or from jettison cannot become It bs property by 

the passage of time. For they are not unowned.™4* The Ba ili n 

those who take such goods: “He who takes away the 
from the ships is guilty of theft!" 
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| This brief comparison of provisions in Byzantine ang 
fmantime Bw and custom proves, beyond any doubt 
tinuity in the regulanon of the sca. Altho 

Post-p, 
y "Yan CTY strong ifie undoubtegp Gi 1 there is 

nir fom one practices, as one sees from the y Sg 
muh of the legal structure of maritime gulation is of Byzantine or i 

Parsing the thar captain and ere share in y ne Mg 
Jose condition hat did nor exist in Venetian maritime vengu tà 

This concludes the investigation of the continuity in agra 
maname law from Byzantine into Ortoman times. The fact Ev ! and 

Byzantine concepts as the primes pore and that of the sharing y 
profis and losses by captain and crew not only survived bur re mained HE 
helle phenomena during the Tourkokratia indicates how inde at 
Byzantine law were the later ages. The law of protime was nor abolish to 

until 1856, and the local Greck maritime codes remained \ ital until 2s 

were replaced by the French codes in the later cighteenth ind nineteen, centuries. This corroborates an observation holding truc for almost eye, i 
aspect of the cultural domain —namcely, that many B Ty L i Yzantinc institution, and practices survived the Orroman period only to 
influences, 

succumb to Western 

7 The Seasonal and Religious Calendar 
j More recently I have examined the seasonal 
! 

nal and religious calend f acis Bulgars, and Greeks asa device contributing to the 2 popular culture and incorporating many ents fr 
rp ta y elements from th, > Christian popular religious culture of the Balkans.50 By way picama the celebrations of the feast days of the Prophet Elijah — 

r of the 
perpetuation of 

xa Om ms sacrifice of a rooster, 

Amporrant. 
E feasts of St. George 

events in the Pastoral and 
Young lamb was sacrificed, 
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In the broader sense, however, the calendar is a cc omplex and highly 
organized routine of seas pl ighly nal life, formulated by the church. As such it was £ the life of the Balkan Christians, and since it actioned by church and state it became the official axis of social life, 
This finished seasonal and religious timetable was the creation of Byzan- 
tium. It survived the Ottoman conquest and rule virtually unchanged, 
ensuring the continued cultural homogeneity of the Orthodox Christians 
and providing them with another strong ticto Byzantine (and indireetlyto pi alture. Among the feasts that it marked, in addition to those 
already mentioned, were Christmas and the Duodecameron; thereafter the 
viticultural feast of St. Tryphon, the great camival inaugurating the Lenten 
season and thus combining pagan seasonal and Christian celebrations: 
Easter, the Sunday of the Rosalia; the leaping over fires on June 24 (day of 
St. John the Baptist); the Feast of the Dormition on August 15; and All 
Saints on November 1, when meals for the returning souls were placed on 

the tombs of the departed. This seasonal calendar gave the Balkan Ortho- 
dox Christians one of the most striking institutions of cultural homogene- 
ity and continuity. A calendrical system is much like astandard of mesure 
ment: it is primary in the cultural orientation of any society. In a sensea 
culture is its calendar, and vice-versa.* The calendar of the Orthodox 

Church may be reckoned among the most important manifestations d á 
Byzantine formal culture, and it endured long after the Me i 
disappeared and the church had been reduced to inferior impover: 

the ultimate programmir 
was s 

ished status. : 

i inti F tu w 
Traditions of Byzantine Painting and the Ermeneia tes i 

zographikes technes of Dionysios of Fouma 

formal tradition of Byzantine painting in the Ottoman. period ; 

E y drawn the attention of art historians. Onemay e 5 

Andreas Xyngopoulos and to Manolis Charzidakis, whose ae 

established the broad lines of artistic develop oar a d 

Constantinople and the final. victory of Western painting à : nen x aM 

century.55 The tradition's varianons in Sc z x 

have also attracted. more study. Authorities the | 

Cretan school, which, beginning as ‘one of the n 

Byzantine painting, culminated in the works of s 

and certain of his compatriots. In the fifteenth, 
centuries Crete saw the ise of a ^ 

class, which patronized is art 
E. 
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as continued to be pursued cven as Italian tine tradition nto both style and iconography 
nomic basis and 

styl Byzani 
intrude in 

"atre fase DE ato destroyed the sociocconon Hf patronage preschool declined, and many Cretans sought refug art; the Cretan sci emained Venetian possessions y in the Tonian Islands, yai, ar rheendofiie cightcenth cc destruction of the Se ined POSEE colors. 
The Cretan p period in the Ionian churches, Bu Fete aml Phenomenon, as the Tonian Islands hac 
wed E 

confines y, however, the economic conditions o 

E atic churches and an attendant increase in th, ER uikios MORES nitas pointed our char ve ks 
Enron CY ainters active in the cighteenth century two and 
Ee cr known for the previous century, and thar the 
ks for the second half of the eighteenth century are four 
greater than those for the first half.59 This sudden risc in the number of 
painters, most of whom were of rural origin, manta certain decline in the quality of the art. Further, noticeably more details from 
everyday life are evident in the paintings. : 

The carly cighteenth century is witness ro two distinct tendencics within this upsurge of painting, tendencies represented in the writings of two contemporary painters. The first is the Epunveia rìs Car E TÉxVTS, Written between 1728 and 1733 by the monk ‘onysios “6 &x Povpvå,” on Mount Athos, and the second i by Panayiotes Doxaras, written on the Tonian 

€ Need 

1OW of 

times 

Contemporary 

Ypadicns 
and painter Di- 
s the work Tepi 
Islands in 1726, 

Italian 
Wsios urged a return to 
Pansclinos, while Dox- 

les a The final Con, RS qu 
P this BEANd wo 

til the 

1 it remaineg 1 neither the 
OWN narrow 

f the 

—— —( 
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(claims Dionysios) to the norms ¢ 
sclinos, Even ifthe manner of pain 

the fourteenth-century painter Pan: still practiced, the Byzantine artisti 
its he attributed ro Panselinos was noe ic legacy was cveryw| 

of styles and subjects. Further, the 
handbooks was a tradition know 
scripts thar he used in compe 
Cretan school in the 

utilizing painters’ ^ to Dionysios from the earlier mana- sing his own. Thus after the cclipse of the seventeenth century, just when much Orthodox arr to popularization or Westernization, we sce in the K an insistence on a rerum to the traditions of Byzan- 

was being subjected 
writings of this mon! 
tine painting 

Dionysic "s manual is of great interest to the art historian, inasmuch, as it instructs the student on the preparation of Paints, gypsum, wood, plaster, and other materials, as well as on the iconography of individ eal scenes, their arrangement in the various types of churches, of the body, and other matters. But this is a domain w 
interest to me, I must leave ro art historians to analyze, 

the proportions 
hich, though of 
Here I propose, E first, ro examine the text for indications of Byzantine inspiration, and then, to describe briefly the dispersal of the text throughout the Balkans. : E 

From the first invocation to the Virgin Mary to the last section, d 
which gives the epigrams proper to certain iconographic subjects, Di- F 
onysios's Ermeneia is committed to maintai ing the M : 
painting, which he treats as a sacred arts? e anan E h 
prologues and is then organized as follows. Part e: dm J 
technical matters as how to copy paintings and ant mate E 
rials used in painting. In Part Two Dionysios sats Bl? lustrate pt 
over one hundred events in the Old ‘Testament, ni à Three 
describes the Gospel illustrations. Part Four is devoted ro: e 
parables, the Divine Liturgy, the psalms, and the Apocalypse; 
the festivals of the Virgin, the apostles, saints, Neat 
martyrs; and the sixth and final part to miscellanca a 

"The Ermeneia is thus intended to bea comprehensive gi 
the author acknowledges that he has had access to m 
Papadopoulos-Kerameus has identified and pul 
seems to go back further hup. 
only that he relied on older guides, 

churches, studying the paintings of f 
also incorporated oral tradition, as well 
personal experience in woking 

* 
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Thus Dionysios’s Ermencia is very stron 
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second prologue Dionysios cites Panselinos bur al 
ers, thereby placing himself consciously in the rr His justification for writing the bookis last prologue, entitled, “Preliminary Traini 

Who Wishes to Lear the Painter's Arn” 

thus scriptural. The third and ng and Instruction for Him 
is thoroughly Byzantine in 
h which the apprentice must nost as if he were describing the procedures ofa Byzantine 

antine and post-Byzantine art. Indeed the first o 
which Papadopoulos-Kerameus has identified as on 
mary sources, is entitled Ermencia of the Paint: 1; Cones character. He first sets out the stages throug! 
Proportions and Colors of Panselinos and of : p. pg the progress, a 

Theophanes, and Certain Other Matters Useful for Thi f; oj guild 
onysios chose ro go back to the traditions of 
1730) when the Cretan school had collapsed 
diverted from its source. 

Let him who wishes to learn the painter's art be introduced 
and let him carry out exercises of a simple ing proportions, so that he may show himself This Byzantine inspiration and spirit are reflected in n, prepared. And then let there be carried out on his behalf the prayer prologucs he composed for his work. In the first Tees, © of the to Jesus Christ and the petition before the icon of the Theotokos 

apprentices, he resorts ro Scripture to justify his book ani ee Paten Hodegetria. Giving the blessing, the priest, after [having recited See o rhe ar ind to stress the the prayers] the "Heavenly King,” and so on, the megalynarion, 
[short hymn] of the Theotokos, “The lips are speechless.” and the Hecding, O apprentices of the toil loving painters, who are troparion of the Metamorphosis, and having signed his [the ap- eager for learning, the Lord in the holy Gc TE prentice's] forchead with the cross, should say aoda eR REO 3 " wherein he coy | derned the onc who hid the talent and said to hie, a scech the Lord a REM idle slave, you should have entrusted my silver to the | 

1 time (cs and painting h first to the fundamentals, iad been nature, without dra 

pel, 
O evil and O Lord Jesus Christ our God, who is uncircumscribed by na- ankers, so ture of his divinity and who, for the ultimate salvation DEINER 

incomprehensibly made flesh through the Virgin Mary Theotokos, 
and deigned to be circumscribed; You who impressed the holy fer 
tures of your immaculate face on the holy rawel, with which you 
healed the illness of the toparch Abgar and enlightened his soul in 
the knowledge of you our true God; You who through your Holy 

Spirit brought understanding to your divine apostle and evangelist 

on the holy-named Luke, [enabling him] to draw the form of your blameless mother 
shining and movin in this art of painting holding you an inan... Do you, Lord God aiall sign and 

art all the ae surpassed and eclipsed bring understanding to the soul, thehearrand isis MT 

ls most clearly oder Painters, as his vant and guide his hands so that he may draw wit es 
T early deme onstrate, And anyone and superbly the form of your likeness and of your most imm; 

Eo iran of] Painting will compre- mother and ofall your saints; for your glory ap 

Tudics these [paintings] carc- and beautification of your holy Church and for the remission its 

sins of those who accord them [rhe images] relative veneration 

I feared 
Ycrcase this 

MEC th great ctic 5 l, by imitari mit great cffort and time, 
CTh ee degree thar I could, Kyr 

s the moon, and the 
} à E c holy lurches which he Painted « And he who once shone 

from child- 
Manuel Pan- 

And it is his A 
from chil am which, as I said, 1 H : nale ee 

ich I desired, wi lamed with grcat labor embrace them with piety and send up honor Td 

= al Mill, to increase on him [the apprentice] from every diabolical influence so that will 
this [arr] in the present progress in all your commands by the intercessions sof oo ee 

y tones and colors, maculate mother, of the holy and glorious apostle and 

Luke, and ofall the saints, Amen; V! 
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Onlyafter the initial period of teaching and the religio, 
the apprentice to be taught proportions and forms. Dion, 
neophyte 

Know, therefore, O eager pupil, that when you d 
this science [émornunv] you must search to find 
Teacher, whom quickly you must cvaluate ro scc 
teach you as I have indicated. Bur if you should happen m 
someone who is ignorant and artless, do you then just as «c did 
and look ro find some archetypes by the famous M nucl p. y selinos, and labor over them, drawing in the manne 
explain to you further on, until you compr: 
and forms. Next go ro a church that he has painted make copies in the manner that we shall cxpla 
not to work simply and in any which way, 
and with piety, for the labor is sacred. Take care « moved the copy, whether from the wall or icon, to Original with a clean sponge, to clean all the bla. left}, for if you do not clean it immediately and t top [the painting] and later can no longer be cleaned. you will thus fll into the crime of impiety and be c ondemncd as a despiser DI the icons, since, as the great [St.] Basil has sajd that the honor of the icon proce 'ds to the prototype 7 YPE, so also the reverse. I give el advice and order to you, O friend. in godly love and true ES i regard, in fear of rhe [last] judgment. For Talso found in places where the painters had raised copies, tha 

T that We shal id his prc hend his proportions 
O thar you can ain to you Take care but wit 1€ fear of God 

‘Ou have re 
wash Well the 

k [which you have 
he black remains 

Way to clean and to wash but was you wish to take a 
2 are not clear, or the Ir est you destroy it, di then repair it and coat ir w 

copy happens 
Rypsum is fecble 
lo as follows: 
vith varnish, then 

5 I have explained 

oris divine [feitor] 
J5 clear to all from 

[not-made-by- 

l And this 
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hand] and revered icon which He himself the having wiped His all holy face, sent to the toy 
imprint of His divine image on the holy to 

God: man Jesus Christ, parch of Edessa Abgar [as] the wel Not only is the art of the painter divine, but it was praised by the Mother of Christ herself when “she prayed on behalf of and blessed the 
holy apostle and evangelist Luke for this are Further, that the qmi blessed is evident “also from the countless miracles which the icons of Christ and the Mother of God and of the remaining saints have performed ad still performs. Because of this altho who labor piously and and 

refully receive God's grace and bli gs. But all who labor impiously 
1 carelessly, being greedy out of love of money, ler them have acare and and careless 

let them repent before the end, calling to mind jer them ref the punishment in the 
hell fire of he 
The author describes a system of teachers and apprentices, aswellasa 

uated, simple system of instruction involving a religious ceremony, graduatec 
s recalls the system of apprenticeship in the guild of the ta 

A aie deen in the tenth c Book of the Eparch, where also the 

ndidare, before his induction, goes to church for the Be 
à Dionysios cites a special relation between the painter ani irist, 

the V d St. Luke, thus giving religious sanction to the arrand the 
Me ere training, Also imbued with repona ERE OE 
RSE paintnpe He says that any damage inflicted on an older 

s ord um ing of a copy subjects the painter to the pa 
seminal impiety. Here Dionysios employs a corollary ofthe ce, 
St John of Damascus hat the ere fl aN image ss gh 

o the prototype. Dionysios knew wel nol 

EE Erat de as defined by the Seventh lupe 

ee “ay referring to Christ as “uncireumseribed e. 

divinity and incomprehensibly made boc d epu 

Theotokos and . . . thus [he] deigned to be depi 

on of man.” 

= with these remarks I complete my an ind 

tion and character of the Ermeneia, Mac 

the text to the other Balkan peo Eres 

has studied the diffusion and m orc nien dares o fos 

translation into Rumanian by hug Mc 

Bulgarian. translations also. Meus Perse  minetem 1 T 

although in some cases E IA ior 2 xe 2 

translation has been raised ris NOR 
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4 practical handbook, there was no canonization of t 
some Bulgarian Ermenii do not reproduce exactly t 
onder of the Greek text. It is interestin 
in Bulgarian, the Greck title of Erm 

Athos 

The text of Dionysios’s Ermencia and its emanation į century Mount Athos to the Orthodox peoples of the Bapa Ù and Russia, brings to our attention one of the most imp Byzantine influence on the formal culture of the Balkar course, Mount Athos, with its rich and living By Greek, Serbian, Bulgarian, Rumanian, Russian monasteries 
According ro Joseph Georgirenes, archbisho, there were approximately six thousand monks including about cig! 

ightcenj, 
s1a Ming Portant sources 4 of ples. This is, of 

raditic INS and ity and Georgi, 1n monks ang 

zantir 

! P of Samos (1666. 71) 
IVIn£ Oi } y 

g on Athos in his dy 

the Holy 
in rulers further strengthened Athos Cathe house of Byzantine religious, lin rid c entire Orthodox world during ! Organism in the culty, h 

derable Slavic presence on 
16s Of Rumanian and Rus 35 a central meeting ground and erary, artistic, and other traditions Ottoman times. Athos was both a 

E Athos w; 
Wealth and a rich r 

at has been term = cd the Byz 
Icons, frescoes, Epository of its artisti; LU 

sand manuscri YOR its artistic and lite; m erary trea: culture of this uni : Tipts figure sures. d actively in the ongoing Byzantine unity. In their liturgical and ascetical oaa: y manuscripts, books, and eme t tradition, as cse shaped and refined theii Church. Fi s "iiy Of its enemies, Islam d uid 
| variety Dur ion Beat Artistic treasures offered a rich Or artistic style antics Es ae to revert to onc or D Cultural forms fi h 

= = u rom the 3 TER arias und is Ermeneia. The influ- mim ated, ar times, far beyond the snis " ide "an, Bulgarian, Rus- 
| VES pee idition onthe ian tated nor only by the 

Main, bur also by the 
UN conan, and by the 

| 
| 

fact that Byzantine formal culture had already put down roots in those 
lands. 
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Literature 

One of the correspondents of Dionysios of Fourna was the Greek priest, 
teacher, and author Anastasios Gordios (1654/5—1729). Although bom: 
of a poor peasant family in a small mountain village in the district of 
Agrapha, he went early to rhe local monastic school and thereafter sought 
teachers successively at Karpenisi, Athens, and Yannina, renaming to teach 
at the monastic school of St. Paraskevi, where he had had his first school 

Ordained a priest, he went to Italy twice (1686-89, 1698-1701) 10 
continue his schooling at Padua, Florence, and Rome, studying ancient 

Latin, medicine, and pharmacology, and coming into contact with 

Roman Catholic theology. On his return he dedicated himself to teaching, 
(at schools in Karpenisi, Patras, Actolikon, and finally from X71 to 1729 

at the monastic school of St. Paraskevi) and literary composition™® OF 

interest to us here are the personality of Gordios and his writing entitled, 

cerning Mohammed and. against the Latins, composed be 

= /18 and 1723, and therefore contemporary with the Ermencia 
triot Dionysios (also from Agrapha). Just as Dionysios took 

tions as his inspiration and guide, so Gordios de 
1 theological and historical principles 

ing 

Greek 

Compost 
rwecn 171 
of his con 

Byzantine artistic tradi 
rived his ideas, literary genre, and 

from Byzantine antecedents 

Gardios meditated long and hard in the light of his personal expert: 

ence and observation, as had his Byzantine predecessors beu 

of the Greeks, and indeed of the Orthodox peoples as aw hole, und 3 

Muslim rule. Despite his education in the West and his wok in rore 
ua 

: X texts into demotic Greek, Gordios comprehended theen- — 

the Marina gos ae 

Although earlier Byzantine iological traditions on the subi ne di 

noun world by the forces of Islam (first Arab and then Turkish) 

»resented two fundamentally different explanations, 

k was only the latter that absorbed this Greek prist
 of the’ 

‘To explain the military defeatand po
litical : 

dox world by Islam, facts from which he was convi 

salvation, Gordios turned to Scripture. and specific: 

Revelation. His work is therefore an iiy à
 i 

Apocalypse and an apocalyptic exp
lanation is 

= 

classical G 
slavement of the Orthodox by 

prt 
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the Orthodox peoples.” Briefly stated, the four kin, 
Nebuchadnezzar were Babylon, Persia, Greece/Mace, lonia 
but, Gordias observes, the greatest of all kin; 
wid has outlasted the others. Since it is nor mentioned a alypsc this is the kingdom of Antichrist, a preparation f 
Goming and the end of the present world. A 
Gordios stares thar the pope and Muhammad represent the two 
the Antichrist and are identical with the two beasts in the Ape, ilm 
then applies traditional Byzantine expositions of the two Lary her ‘Of papal primacy and the filioque and analyzes the hard. hip: 
inflicted on the Orthodox. 

Whatever the novelties of his treatment, the genre (excg. is of Apocalypse). the spirit (religious), and the polemic (ag x Sanity and Islam) are Byzantine in origin. The arch Kod Simeon (do 1429), had found himself in a very similar historic dilemmy às Gonlios some three centuries carlier, caught between the Latins (Ven ice) and Muslims (Turks). Though he excoriated both as d; ibolical evik Symcon urged his flock to re 'enetian. rulers zi Gordios relates thar the O; 
is. withoi 

© the s he develop, 

t 

ainst Latin Chri oishop of Thes ilar 

main faithful to their V 
rthodox live much as a shepherdless utan emperor) between two ferocious E Deasts, Ni n the jaws of the one than the are snatched by thi continuing thus until that day when the € will be no Orthodox c hristians remaining. In contrast to the Thessalonian Symcon, Gordios felt that of the rwo “beasts” the more dangerous was the Pope, for he endan; souls ofthe Orthodox, whereas 

2 
This is obviously a reflection States that in his day the con represented the herr 

C Jaws Of the other, 

as those wha 
mbers were of the lower 

wacom Y pessimistic Byzantine. inspired lite 

HMOs, Agrapha, Cyprus, the Bucharest, and Smyma.™ The 
9f the dynamic life of 

ofthe Ottoman period, 
Tolography, archival — — 

i. - 

The Formal Culture of the Balkan Peoples 

What of the literary traditions amon; g the other Balk 
t of these to come under the influence of By 

a Jgarians, particularly in the rci 

an peoples? The yzantine literature were the ^» of Boris (852-89) and the great The religious literature of Byzantium was decisive Bulgarian literature bur also later, in. Second South Slavic Influence Timovo, as a result of his extended stays in Cc 

SX enti in this first golden age of E USER eet 
7 Euthymios of wh 

mstantinople and on Mount Athos, took with him a knowledge of Byzantine literature and founded the new center of Bulgarian literary ac and where in 1375 he became patriarch of the Bulgarian Churches vity, and w 
With the conquest ot Timora DIED i 

hool of Tirnovo, which became a 

in 1393 the scholars there 
1, raking the manuscripts and the Slavo-Byzantine readition with scatrerec g 

" : to Serbia, Russia, and the Rumanian lands. them to Sc 
Although Bulgarian literary activity suffered a disastrous blow in the 

nquest and did not attain a high plateau again until the 
Busca Vi F Jidane (renaissance) in the nineteenth century, it did nor 

can n last flickering light on thE nN scen in the 
im icai ity of the two sixteenth-century authors Pop Pejo and 

S GR matik. Both authors were active in Sofia, which by the larger 

Mar h century is said co have had icles Cire 
EUR herena pricsts.77 The primary compositions ofthese 
Erde Po kamioa hs martyrological texts. Pop Pejo composed 

author M Gcorgi Novi Sosi, burned to death [aere NEN 
ACA ipic : Matci Grammatik composed his picce on the martyr- 

the TUR Niola Novi Sofiaki who was stoned to eat or Ms Eth 
REAA 1555- The genre, hagiography man koran 

nee Soe ` ci y c 1s to some degree in i 

tn origin 2 uc cool of ian COO fon Min 
= PERA »pying the standard religious and liturgical manuscripts scribe: 

ye E o Burin ton i deer 
= and first half of the cien usn EN ee 

Written in a simpler language and. M “Phe first usually cont ind 

audience, the Sborniks were of nonr Mes F 

miscellancous texts or excerpts mas ig 2 wee 

ng tales, sermons, Manga Si ese nec
s 

questions and answers on natura in Mp 

by and large, from older, Pons NES 

cluding the apocryphal tales o! d à Sc 

and Baruch. Included also were 



The 

odius, Clement, Ivan Rilski, material 

Akir the Wise, the Fall of Tsaygrad, and th 
tom, Gr weresermons of John Chrysos 

Studites, selections from the Py à 
OE George Amartolos and Manasscs. This f 
florilegium, in a sense, drawing on car 
reflecting the traditional moral and ac 
ofthe Byzantine cultural rradition. 

Thesecond rype of Sbornik, also very poy 

as the Damaskini. Appearing in the lar 
widespread throughout the Bulgatian-spx 
tents of the first rype of Sbornik represent an ol 
tion, those of the Damaskini reflect a contemp 
name derives from the author himself, Damasken« 
century Greek cleric of Thessaloniki, who brought t 
hissermons ina text called the Thesaurus.” These 
them, were translated into Bulgarian in the lar 
century, The popularity of the text in Bulgarian is to E Wide diffusion bur also jn the fact thar it was translate 
fromthe Greek, in various places, including Mount Athos and p. U™ 
ee em cenny hagiographies/martyrologies anc ni m fate that the Byzantine and Slavo- am traditions, with their contents, genres, and RU o manei rorta iat a Bene and moralacsthetic vals x ig the Bulgarians in Ottoman times. 
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1371). and Miloead 
fBeigrade: Nol. 1970 

"ine liturgy, trans 
wsible foe the 

romained 

ic problem 
icd to Russia than 

n of the princess Olga 
988- established the 

1o the Volga and 

d by Khazars and Pe- 
without making it 

princes recognized the universal moral 
Eastern Roman emperor, bur not his political domna: 

nc Commonweal 

urch of Russia, however, was administratively dependent 

m for centuries, from 988 until 1448. The metropolitan "of. 

KuiBav xai macys’ Parias) was generally a Gi 

xm Constantinople. Only in the later peod inthe 

nth cenrurics,— was there a regular akematon of — 

Grecks and. Russians as heads of the church, bur the Russian candidates 

made the voyage to Constantinople in onder to obtain consecration to the 

office of metropolitan? The prestige and influence of the church. 

great, because it represented the only 

over the entire country. Indea 

warring principalities- Later, 

thirteenth and fourt 



The Byzantine Tradition after the p 

(1237-40), the northeastern principalities became a Part of y 
(pire centered in Peking, whereas the parts that were pe Ne Moy 
‘Ukraine and Byclorussia fell under Lithuanian and oli Wn Polish dominait 

"The Council of Florence and the Fall of By zanti Aftermath in Russia um 

The weak Byzantine empire of the Palacologan emperor, 
yas nor able, by itself, to determine events in Russi, | 
diet nfltience through its diplomatic tics with th, 
{who were enemies of the Turks), and through its all 
bese. who controlled commerce with the Far East through the pp This Mongol Genoese-Byzantine "ais" explains, at east pare t matic favors extended by Byzantium, through d 
Principality of Moscow, which began its political ascent as an al) PS Mongols, But religious factors also played a role: the western Principal, Hs lider liti nd Lithuanian domination, were more suscepi fll under the spell of Latin Christendom. In fact, in 1386 rop E Lithuania with their numerous Orthodo: X population —were united yp der a Roman Catholic king. Even before thar date, the Ecumenical p tmarchate had felt thar Orthodoxy was more secure under the Mongols, A had supported the transfer of the metropolit: : an's sce from Kiev t 9 loscow. 

Paradoxically, as the empire was shrinking more and mor between the Ecumenical Patriarchate and qe Enel This was duc to the acti ty of strong metropolitans ru Cyprian (1375-1406)—a Bulgarian and close friend and disciple of cane Patriarch Philotheos Kokkinos—and Photius (1408~31),3 __ Steck fron oo Eire sakkos of the latter, an ang prominently the images of the Byzantine Grand Prince Basil I of eae with their wives, ex and religious Program which he was sent to : Continuous Membership of Russia in 
s mission was spelled out quite cx- 

t h Anthony to Basil I, 

Go, 
k Seq 
dipl; he church, to the ¢ 

, the tics 
in. Metropolitanate 

HE appointment of Photius: the 
isofall Christians. 

rch, and not have an 
reject only the heretical 
E 

The Legacy in Rusia 

rs, who were raging against the Church and intre emperors ducing doctrines hat were corrupt and foreign to the that were £ teachings of the Apostles and the 
Fathers. 

When Metropolitan Photius died (1431), the Byzantine authorities d in preparing a Union council, intended to secure jirect Western help against the advancing Turks. In order to secure Rue Ce support and commitment, a well-trained di sian supl 

c deeply inv wer 

plomar, Isidore, was ap- 
jinted as metropolitan of Kiev and All Russia, while the grand princes 

Puididate, Bishop Jonas of Ryazan who had already come to Con- 
o receive the appointment—was rather humilianingly rejected tantinoplet PP f 

f 8). But Russian loyalty to Byzantium was nor shaken: Isidore 
and a large retinue from Grand Prince Basil II, “the 

Blind,” and traveled to Florence for the council, representing the metro. ind, 
Jlitanate of Russia 

pu in reading some modem historians of the period Sone gets the im- 
sn that the Muscovite grand prince was eagerly awaiting the oppor- 

ied supplant Byzantium and to assume the position of emperor ofa 
eae Rome” The facts reported above speale among Sana EN 
Thin ond. principality was still under: Mongol mies lead just gone 

The E eng and bloody dynastic struggle, during which Basi wa 
UE by a competitor before recovering his throne. The ronan 
arin a oe “messianic” —selfaffirmation of the Russians came later. t 
some id as a reaction to Florence and to the subsequent fil of Con dasa 
oue ie, and it came about gradually, never taking the form 6 antinople, f 
SRI namiatio imperii from Constantinople ro Moscow p^ 
official mm ed to Moscow from Florence n AR TEES Isidore returned ores ae 

Church, after traveling through Ii y land. the Roman Church, RERET. had been informed, both by u “a 
Pe Russian e Constantinople, of the resistance of Mark of Ephe- and by connections in Constantinople of SS at 
susto the conciliar decreesandol cabs ea a d 
the Greek signatories. The grand pri x. pe ples FE. 

an anti-Byzantine revolt; rather x ed respect eter to he 

Orthodox restoration in Byzantium. y = B 
newly elected patriarch Metropass 

Sy n 

ciple bur was not in a position: 2 im a 

hurehes—the grand prince see 
rea thy 

locally: “We beg your most holy on or pee: 

Greck canons . . . and authorize 
the apl u 

rę ly came, 
effected in our own country. 

No reply 

(1437 
received money 

0 lian | 

ith ns 
a 

$ 

$) 
] 
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seven years before performing in 1448 the 

the formerly rejected candidate, Jonas of R 
and All Russia. The appointment was reco; 
Muscovy but also in the dioceses locare 
through a formal investiture of Jonas 
Jerter, addressed in 1451 to the new 
{there was not a patriarch that year in Cor 

incumbent, Gregory Mammas, had left for 
promised thar, once there was an Orthodox pat: 
to write ro him . . - and ask his blessing in all 
events in Constantinople are well known: the 
chimed at Hagia Sophia in December 15 52 

Rejection of Florence, but also politeness and r 
desperate and wavering authorities in Constantir 
fore, the official attitude of the Russians in 14395 
however, often took a different bent. They came, first 
leri who had accompanied Isidore to Italy and had f 

Yd th 

'ollowed his le ader. 
Of Suzdal hag 
?ut eventuali 

ship in recognizing the Union. The Russian bishop Avraamy indeed signed the decree. The Greeks, who had alco sje 4 recanted, blamed psychological and materia! pressures them by the Latins. The Russians put the blame on the Isidore and the “betrayal” of the Greeks. Patriarch 

exercised ux 
‘deviousness” of 

Anthony, in 13 

argument was now se 
“Oh great sovereign emperor g John VIII Palacologus, signatory of the You have exchar 

i Now you are the sower of evil ; pum the grand prince of Moscow who S EMI Savior of Orthodoxy.” But the same E Ter one Tel Moscow, but other Russian centers, anpas pue ri Theda alto sent a representative to the AS n faith, was said by one polemicist 
Amore, in Novgorod, under Arch. 

Hed à curious Russian varia: 
id of the White Cowl. 

12 Ezra pavor) was 
following his bap- 

The Legacy in Russia 

foresccing Kome's fall into hcresy h Philorhcosof Constantinople ARES xtrayal of Florence) sent the precious relie toy Thus not only Moscow, but also Tver and iming to be the heirs of "Rome" and centers 
the destiny of becoming an imperial capital belonged its grand prince thar the monk Filofci of Pskov f cd his famous letter 

K skov (ca, 
All Christian realms will come to 

ill unite into the one single 
53? realm of our sovereign, that is, Im, according to the prophetic books. Both Romes 

fel, the third endures, and a fourth there will not be? Buts as Georges Ficrovsky and others have shown, the theory of Moscow the "Third 
Rome” was formulated in an apocalyptic context: for Filofei, Moscow was 

t only the “third,” but more importantly the “last.” Rome, and he was 
a rand prince to repentance and Christian virtue, motivating his 
clin ey che imminence of the Second Conine E PONE appeal 
PP ede practical application. The Muscovite sovereigns were ite 
had lide Guilding up a/nadonal|enpi Santana fe NEN 
procis ice models and ideas, and had litte use foe apoesl POS TUS 
Renate the “Third Rome,” or that of a translatio impert from Cone 
aac) ple to Moscow, was never accepted as official state theory. 
stanunopie to Nic 

he Russian r into the 

In 1472 Ivan III married the niece of the last emperor of Con: 

stantinople, who had lived n Es asl ea ho eher
. 

zc undoubtedly enhance . 

Although te on ofthe imperial i and the practi elec OTHE 
Eu 5 " EN in increasing substantially Italian influence in Mus 

mara remlin was then rebuilt more itai by Italian architects. In 

EHE T TV, grandson of Ivan III, was crowned tsar (the Suis aug 

acit of "emperor") according to a modified Byanine seer athe 

did not assume the title of "emperor of the Romans nee 

and the theory of a "Third Rome" would rent ie 

Rus? Furthermore, he requested. end 
noe 

the patriarch of Constantinople, seni ne ai gram da 

throne. The reply cns pee b Be 

65). In the first, t F sp 

AR zH and the patriarch of Cons
tan noie e 

to crown emperors Jegitimately, so that un of E 

by the patriarch’s delegate, the metropoli 
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Ketter Theseeond document had the form ofa synog,) 
erowning, once it would be performed by th, TESE 
politan, and proposing an original scheme, provi, iong 
Was a descendant of Princess Anna, wife of St. Vla, 
Byzantine emperor Basil 11.1 

F No second crowning of Ivan ever took place 
trates the continuous respect of the Muscovire z 
tional tics between Russia and the mother chur. 
spite of the painful break of 1448-53. The s 
pressed in the procedures connected with the 
tmarchare of Moscow in 1589. 

Being in desperate need of material suppor:, 1 
Jeremiah II traveled to Moscow in 1588. Th tunity forthe Russian authorities to consider the possibilita prod ing the establishment of a "Third Rome.” Indeed they offered Jerem permanent residence ín Russia, with his sec in the ancient city of Vlde. which would thereby become the center of the Orcho.d d world, ja Matis refusal ofthis ofer led roan alternative: the establishmene ofa poraka in Moscow. The act was peformed by Jeremiah andi iding the other patriarchs, Particularly the vu 

90 and 1595 4 
fa 

cumcnica] Py was an unforeseen g, 

tetrarchy” by 
Rew patriarchate of Moscow was not seen to be t patriarchate of Georgia, or those of Pec or .Arenelxesc of Cyprus (all of which In existence, but were neither consulted nor mentioned in with Constantinople, Alcxandria, Antioch, and Jerusa one of the five sees recognized in the legisla senses” of world Orthodox Patriarch Job, of. pre: all Russia, and of the Nonh. four and s Was to be the “fifth patriarch,” four and sharing their dignity, He Nu to recog: raansnople as its head and its primate, as 143 250 p ed thar Constantinople and 

Tights defined by councils — 
imperial system"! The is fore, in the existence of 

the Pious basileus of 

The 
an equivalent of the 

churches were still, ar 

The Legacy in Russia. 

Moscow and autokraror of all Russia and the Northem pans? as now yo be included at the required moments of imperial commemorationem e 
liturgical books everywhere 

“There is no doubt therefore that the establishmentof the Patriarchate mation of Byzantine tradi- remained even in the fact that the new hate was granted the fifth, and not the first place among the pe amc sense of established tradition and custom reserved as Constantinople, the “New Rome? 
V'iism) from claiming the first place above th 
Similarly, the 

Moscow was, in itself, a most solemn reaffirm 

patriarchates, Was not the 
refrained (until the 
ld imperial Rome"? 

Third Rome” did not overtake the "second" However, 
was also an aura of unreality around the events of 1589, not becaise therjans, or Greeks, did not want to preserve the Byrne eae 

Russ but because, at the very end Gf IDE REESE PED many 
Rise IE developments occurred that the political and legal 
iones Waciradirion were ares} tame MER political realitieds 
specs E earlier assai ETE SER century, the grand. 

ne REMO DATES building a national empire. Tsar Ivan 
zT rrible" (1533-84) his popular muncgnenriascilljlei 

4 as "awesome" —was an avid reader of Machiavelli The focus 
Tra ae t and political interan VE NE 
a E ioc in the very fabric of Muscovte 
seventeenth oa eee ssi tie form GU PoISR ERS Sen invasions during 
panona, lcd imc of Troubles (1598-1613), and also a greatly bone the eee aici] Talence como cor ee Al of is prr 
cultural and ais of Byzantinism in Russia, which occurred inthe seven 
voked a ror ty pur was already in the making much ear teenth cci y 

A Crisis of *Byzantinism 

um were 
The tragedy of the Council of Florenc and bo of Byzantium. 

3 

interpreted by some Russian polemicissasan ultima SAS D 

i di inc punishment, But at the. 
un be M Me 

upport for the Orthodox faithful am Ne Laser ae 

Tub places by Russian pilgrims, kget Me 
SS 

articularly Sinai, Mar Sabba in n Es pe h 

Em assurances that rne Re 
np 

alive among Greeks, Arabs, and Oe 

metropolitanate of Russia ofa le 
z 
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did not imply any break of communior 

restored in Constantinople after 14 

Furthermore, the Russians were al 

dary had come to them “from the Greck 

ically looked for Greck sources of the 

among them feared Western threats aga 
received through St. Vladimir from Byzant 

Tris impossible to present here a com 
spiritual, and personal contacts between Gre 
medieval and carly modern periods. !* A few ren 
of Maximus “the Greek” should suffice ro illust: 

and the ambiguity of the cultural and religious r 
and Greeks in the sixteenth century and explain in a 
the seventeenth 

Ecclesiastically independent and self-conscious ir 
hold of Orthodoxy, Muscovite society was intellectually and 2, E nourished by what Russian writers referred to as th. e 300k 

ly the great body of liturgical, hagiographic, canc 
logical writings translated from the Greek over the 

(knigi; cien 
cal, and theo t 

ycars. The faible oc writings as well especially Lines of saints and scmong it these were closely connected in their style and content to Bue models. This Byzantin 
: ieee the rise 

ivic lands in the fourtecni i | ith and fifteenth centuric: 
= xe nturics. And yet by 1516 it discovered onc in Russia knew Greck, and therefore no one 

of useful patristic texts, or 

that a Greek scholar be sent 
‘Sorrections. But there was no 

g the man who went to 
te monastery of Vat- 

| View of his specific new 
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cd men of his age.! Bom in Arta around 1470 as Michael 
ame attracted, as other representatives of the surviving 

cre, by the cultural atmosphere of Renaissance 
» Florence—where he read Plato under the guidance 
nd then to Bologna, Padua, and Milan, before 

Venice as an associate of Aldus Manutius, the SP he finally worked four years in Mirandola for 
Pe Hellenist Gíar o Pico. The last stage of his stay in Italy was even 

SRS o years (15024), he may have lived at San Marco. 
His religious vocation was spurred by the example of San 

prior, the famous Giro) mo Savonarola, who had been executed 
orruption and immorality 

,, however, Michael Trivoli 
in 1498 for his denunciations o 

abandoned Italy to become an 

Adhonite monk under the name of Maximus, During the rest of his life; he 
f mained diserect about his past in Italy, bur there can be little doubt that 

known not only on Mount Athos but also by the 
It might have been scen as an additional asset for his. 

for the mother of Basil III, Zoc-Sophia Paleologina, 
Í in Italy and had contributed to Italian tastes at the 

his curriculum vitac 

Russian authorit 

mission to Muscovy 

had been educate 

Muscovite court 
Sent to Moscow but hoping ro return eventually to his Athonite 

ould remain there, much against his will, for over rhimy 

vears, until his death in 1556. After a while he leamed the Slavonic 

language. but his work as a translator bega » through the curious method 

of translating first a Greek patristic commentary on the Psalter into Lat 

with a Russian diplomat, Dimitri Gerasimov, making a translation a 

Latin into Slavonic. Some misinterpretations were inevitable. d 

more, Maximus, 3 man of wide international horizons and song 
cil 

opinions, expressed unconventional views. which were as po 

many. Invoking the preaching of Savonarola, he castigau 
E. 

monasteries and received, on this point, the SURE not e
x e 

hesychasts (the “Transyolgan elders”), but also ol ea y 

court. When this party lost the battle against thespokesmen 
socially 

oriented abbot Joseph of Volotsk an an 

prestige at the court suffered also. i 

metropolitanare to return to the n oS 

patriarchate (as was originally inn E 

Russian bishops in 1448), and as he JEN te
i 

grand prince should undertake an ante d 

retreat, Maximus w 
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Nantinople (an unrealistic project, since Moscow v 
struggle against Poland and the Tatars 
Arrested, repeatedly tried (in 1 acai 
political treason, heremained in monastic confinement until a, Freed by Ivan IV, he spent his last years writing and meetin. 
placed personalities. From the seventeenth century on, p 
venerated as a saint, and he was officially canonized in 1988, 

Around 1549, in onc of his writings, he used an allege, 
nor only the tragedy of his personal life, but also the fate ofthe p 
tradition: he remembered once encountering an old woman) 
road, dressed in black, surrounded by menacing lions and | 
and foxes. She spoke ro Maximus and gave her name 
‘or “kingdom,”), and explained that the road, bare an 
“hast” cursed age?” 

However, the bitter nostalgia and understandable F 
imus did not represent the concluding motif of Rus 
There came the rragedy of the seventeenth century 

‘Thecentury began with a dynastic crisis, with the c urious appea lof several pretenders to the throne under the name of Ivan IV's mi 3on. Dimitri, and with a Polish occupation of Moscow itsclt Onn 
confused Russian political and ecclesiastical scene, there appeared Gre = Whose personalitics—quite different from the venerable figures ¢ d Karhi Jeremiah IT and Meletios Pegas, or from the wise and holy Mac ius— tended to compromise the Byzantine "cause" in the yes of the Russians. Among them was |; rius, who usurped the patriarchal t 

Ignatius, usurped the F F throne: following the forced deposition of Patriarch Job. One generation later, a 

15 quite ap. he fell out of favor bye 
and 1531) 

Ty that re, 
ting 

itting ne. and bears, wernt “ATS, Woly hs, Vasileia (= tuileia (“empire 1 desolate, is this 

Pessimism of May 
sian Byzantinisn, 

‘major authority ecclesiastical affairs i 
pies rs in the restored Alexis pein (1645-76), bur Proved eventu; 

yet the patriarch Nikon, 
= e ikon of Moscow 

And 

to restore what he though ‘Hons and ro reform the u and ‘Russian Church 

Was accepted as a 
Muscovite tsardom 
ally to. be a shady 

(1652—58), with uncom 
t to be the Byzantine trad 
ing it ritually and organiza- 
Church.2! The reform was 

gesture highly unusual in Mus- 

le Necessity of correcting. 
Which Maximus the — 

| 
j 
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Maximus, Russia lacked experts al ole to define what was the “right” way of eatin reed that the “right” faith had been received by 
the Russians from the Greeks at the time of St. Vladimir, burwhat was tfe 
right way to restore that original ideal? W 

eryone agi 

not by consulting ancient 
Greek and Russian manuscripts? A special envoy, Arseny Sukhanov Was 
ent ro ecclesiastical centers and monasteries of the Balkans and the Middle 
East ro acquire such manuscripts. He did obtain hundreds of them, which 
he brought to Moscow, making the patriarchal (later the synodal) library 
there one of the richest in the world for Greek codices, But there was 
nobody in Russia, in the seventeenth century, to make competent use of 
these books 

was then that the powerful patriarch decided to adopt a simpler It p p p pler, 

but—as he soon found out—controversial solution. He decided to correct 
ill Russian books and practices by making them identical to the contempo- 
vary Greck printed editions, as these were used under Ottoman occupa 
tion, ignoring the fact that they were not necessarily "Byzantine? The 
changes that he introduced were actually few, but some concemed every 
single person among the faithful. Thus instead of crossing themselves with 
hve fingers (as they did before, and as was customary in Byzantium in the 
thirteenth century), the Russians were ordered to use tree fingers, Rus 

sian clergy were required to dress like contemporary Greeks, with kaun- 

abus Russ.: kamilavki), whose form was roughly that of the Turkish 
fez, and with ample-slecved black ram, borrowed from Turkish fashion: 

Long hair—a sign of civil power in Byzantium, adopted by Greek clergyy 
ss the patriarchate of Constantinople was invested with civil repene 

Aibilitics in the Ottoman Empire—was also to be grown by Russian prici 

Rd cd the early Christian and Byzantine prac- 
and monks (who previously used the early Christan and By mds 

tice of the tonsure | Russ.: gumentso], having their hair eut they entered. 

cle c life). ^ 
either clerical or monastic ] en 

There is no doubt that Patriarch Nikon and Tan Alexis T 

7 idea, “I am a Russian, the patriarch 
ired by the “Third Rome" idea. due 

inspired by De ag, “but my faith is Greek? Hlaweven tee deser 
reported as sayin] omy Ea vad le anthoritarlaan d 

follow contemporary Greeks as models, ein 
pont 

methods used in imposing the reforms, 
ise 

ful rebelled. The rebels were headed 
aen z friends x 

notably the famous archpriest { protopop) 
vakum. Unenli inte 

schismatics ts that 
might have been, the schi arguments thats 

id, mi d the sew 
Orthodox faith, they said, might well be

 “Greek,” but are thes 

1 t. Vladimir? 

century Greeks the same as t
he ones who taught St V À 
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the later Greeks delivered by God to Turkish slaver 
Beraja at Florence? Did nor Russia then bec 
Orthodoxy? Are not the newly printed Greck book 

$ onginals for Russian reprinting—actual 
ee can rule, where they might have 
Jesuits”? Did not St. Paul write that it is shameful for a man to pray 
covered head, and ro grow long hair as women do (1 Cor. ; 4.7 
church reforms are needed, are adventurers like Pais 
tually condemned not only in Russia, but in Con: 
advisors? 

Eventually, Tsar Alexis tired of Nikon's authoritarianism any 
lim deposed. This deposition was confirmed by the Eastern patriarch, 
but the same patriarchs—ar a “grear council” in Moscow (166¢ 
Ganetioned all of Nikon's reforms.2? But there were million, 
‘Persccuted dissenters, the Raskolniks, or “Old Believers.” Their leac 
“insisted on fanatic ritualism, and their rebellion was indeed a cultura] and 

E religious dead end: the fact thar they were eventually split into a multitude ofsccts proves the point. Nevertheless, in seventeenth-century R à they 
ented that part of the population that was religiously me St com. 

ed and most unwilling to accept state and church authoritarianism 
The schism was an ultimate crisis of "Byzantinism." 

roduc by the official church assured Orthodox unity: even today, the 
n Church preserves, with urter exactness, the seventeenth century 

ssadopted by Nikon. Bur this was a formal Byzantinism, onc 
The impact of many Western ideas was obvious. In aspiring to 
In “over the stare, Nikon was in fact inspired by papal 

the period (in Russia, as in occupied Greece) 
gsigns of ultimate decadence. Liturgical 

ly Ukrainian) forms in Russia, and 
s in Greece, The forced Westerniza- 

sar Alexis’s son—was forthcoming, 
uence of what happened in the 

Ite Were more faithful ro 
3e OF their traditions—iconogra- 
eval Eastern Christianity — werc 

Oluri: of the Russian 
hierarchical and 

n of the grear, 

d had 

of rashly 
dership 

The reforms 

n Russia 

A Word of Conclusion: What Is Byzantinism? 
My remark g the Byzantine tradition in Rus 

nthe By 
a seem to call fora 

rather negative conclusion. On the Ic deology, the Mus. low the example of the medieval on in the tenth century, the tsars of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) or Serbia (T ar Dukan) and establish a new "Roman" empire. It appears to me that the role of the theory “Mor cow the Third Rome” as an inspiration of R 

rel of political ic Mire rsars ncver ly intended to f 

overeigns of Bulgaria (Tsar Symec 

sian politics in the postme: gerated importance, Whenever 1 subsidiary element in the building up ofa national state, not as an ideological focus. Indeed, as I noticed earlier AE tcd a “tsardom ofall Russia; not 

dicval age is much too often given an exag fe was used in Muscovy it served a 

oman empir 
nd they were doing so in the spirit oftheir age. The imperial idea had lest its contents in the West as well, and Europe had become a Europe of 
IP tions.” The Grecks too were to use Byzantine ideas and terminolbpv te 
DAS calls to national liberation from thellurkich voke! anes EBENE 
justi fe zm ‘ould inspire them would also be a “national? idea. If my 
des" taat ew of relations: between | Greeks fand iat kage 
piety 110 the cighteenth cenrury, I would have t9 spak oO Sena 
exer. relates, Eugenios Voulgaris (1716-1806) and Nikephoras THe: 
Greck pre er aoo) who fared berrera hE to DE Cater metre 
eoe noms the Greek at the court of Basil IIT. Bur rheir vision was 

ud Sa: inated by the spirit of the Enlightenment, that of a *Greck" 
URS to be helped by Russian military and political might? 

much alive in Christian Russia. This Byzantine soon a nud 

‘ered primarily on the level of religious experience, First of 

en on in Russia of the Byzantine liturgical tradition: js 

Pn the meticulous ritual Ec Mie sare 

capable—established a vision of the Ex Eu dons 

theologians call “eschatological” The realities ofthe Ed Me 
seen as different from the concrete real itics of si aaa We 

kingdom, therefore, is to be experienced sacramen pees pe 

and not by exercising political pow o, SAE chat be 
make the world better than it is. Bosi ha ir 

liturgical tradition, there is monastic med orld. Th 

Christianity, but actively pergens By icularly the Ru 
cism had been well understood by the Slavs, 

$1 
di 

p~ 
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Rusia, as in Byzantium, rhe saint was given a particular pro, sh 
gy. with a Certain priority not only over the state, bur oP Uca 
Mad sons ss well. This explains nor only the continue, 
tradinon—essennially the tradition of the “Jesus prayer and 

five monasticism—bur also the emergence in nineteenth cen 

asin contemporary Greece, of “lay theology” (or theology d. i 
inen) and the general acceptance, in the entire Orthodox wos ly 
tlie thar communion with God, and therefore responsio © 
faith, belongs to all the members of the church, so that the 
reaching, with which bishops are endowed, is 4 
church, and not over it. 

This artitude to Christianity, which is common to the 
thodox world, is reflected in culture as well. Whether in Gre 
the Balkans, or in Russia, or in missionary countrics 
America, people—includin the uneducated and cule 
are immersed, through the liturgy, into a highly sophisticated wo, l 
Hellenistic poc patristic theology, and biblical symbolism a 
an—music and iconography —also playan important role in commu ing this “liturgical” vision of the kingdom of God, created in Bone Ofcoune, the evel of understanding and participation arc nor dra 
for everybody and everywhere, but the basic models and criteria an c same for all. Transcending centuries and nati p 

*t ecc], sias 
US "phi 

1 con, 
tury Rutt 

ofi bility for ye Or the charisma e n authority withi 3 9f ithin the 
Entire Oy, 
«ce, or Or in in Asia or Non ally immature... 

for all. Tr ionalities, this religious “By. aes indeed, the major legacy of Byzantium. à * -Asa civilization, as a political system, Byzantium died loi 
vision, created at the time when the 

ng ago. Bur 
empire existed, still 

Tah “Byzantium afier ium Byzantium; wr (Cre: 00d, N.Y.: St. Vladimir's 

Rite of Rusia: A Aa 

in tix Clon of Sie Aurora An Tbshens TR) Qi 
ata Graca Medi Aer litani (Vienna, 1462), 8 ker, Manuel II Palaelogi (139 1— 1425]. wick, N.J.: Rutgers Univ. Press, 1969], 

ka, yo Vols. (St. Petersburg, 1872-1 
ovich Pavlov (188o). cols. $736. = 

ike tratury dear demerit 
fomichr kil scien pro l 1375), 72-73 
ar The argument appe tan Jonas in 1451 RIN 6: col 339260) v texis in Michael Chernianky, "The Reception of | Hisory 14 (1953): 347-39. 

hval'noc o blagovernom velikom Kniaze Bome Alek- 
Grand Prince Boris Alexandrovich (of Tver); ed N. 

vache, in Pamariki dreni ponas iibi, 168 (Moscow, 1908): 1-15 
re On this legend, see N, N. Rozov, "Poves o Novgrodiom belom Mobuke kak 
stank obshcherusikoi publitistiki XV veka," in Trudy otdda dremerusbn lürratury 9 

xw and I 44: ladater'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1955): 178-219; extracts 
M aated in Serge A. Zenkimoloy ed. and trans., Medieval Runian Epio, Cronies and Tales, 

Trans enl ed. (Now York: E. P. Dutton, 1974), 326732. Following the annexation of 
TQ Sono by Muscovy, the white cowl became distinctive of the metropolitans (ater the 
Novis) of Moscow. Peter rhe Great, following his suppression nf the patriarchate, 
Pr owed the right to weara white cowl on all ofthe merropohtans ofthe Russian Chee 

Maite a devaluation of an initially papal distinction! ' 
quit rwn Vasili Nikolaevich Malinin, Starts Elensarera Mnastyria Fili ts palam 
3a ueraturmoe icilicdorenie (Kiev, 1903); app: p- 4s. Among the historii aradin 

poen he theory of Filofci the best is probably that of Hildegard Schacter, 
ur Geschichte der polirische Theorien in der slawischen Welt, ul concerned with 

“Moskau das dritte Row: Studien zn 

Venetian Senate: 
Dominationem jure vestri fau 

Shpakoy, Garudarszyo i strive v ikh r 

1904], 1:43-48). R í d peus 

14. Text recently reprinted with commentary bs  Antonios-Nimilios Tachiacm, 
a Z I 

Hlesiastikes istorias ton Nein ed s 
Kyle entia 

ccn shown by Vasili Eduardov breantino a 

let LI-XCVIII) thatthe sgnarures ofth
e metropolitans under the Ad 

The document is therefore a 
approval. Eventually Joasaph was 

15. Texts recently reprinted in Tichaos Pu 

important lerter of Mcletios Pegas to 

16." Oude. .. dallon tina logon 

"Tachiaos, Pega, 218; and for the pre
ces 

17. Tachiaos, Pegas, 219. There is no: 

his 
composition of Patriarch Joasaph, lacking sy! E 
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‘ofthe establishment of rhe Russian patriarchate. The mo» 

Aleksei Lakovlevich Sbpakov, Galanzro 
i terkor" r ij 

c Tianiroramie Fedora Iranoricha: Uc 
non inton V. Karrashev, Ja a ah ra . SRT T 7 3 

BUD un ocgilenift comin GENDER DIFFERENTIATION 

Sip jesse rre Ju, toy Patri i At D SOCIAL PRACTICE 
18, There arc fundamental pre-Revol pry: Rusian s Sena a IN POST-BYZ iae : i 

EU ART Niska ich Mares seen a a ANTINE NAXOS 
dam berkeriym (St. Petersburg, 1858), and Nik 
onesheni medarmomu: Vostoku P XVI £2 1 

YKnizhoigo Magazina M. S. Elova, 1914). The first part of Georges FI Aglaia E. K 

pie Tiler rine Robert Nichol (Belmont, Mass. Nordia, , C glaia E. Kasdagli 
Üteratiog observations concerning the intellectual history of Russia’. rcl 
“Christian Eas.” ations With te 

AS There is an abundant secondary literature on Maximus, which i 
brilliant portrait of him drawn recently by Dimitri Obolensky, Six 7, 
Oxford Clarendon Press, 1988), 201-19. See alio Jack V. Hansy. Fong fat T ; 
"The afe und Werk ef Maxim the Greek (Munich: W. Fink, 1975). Maximus a Problems and Sources 

i poire Apes (er A. Iranon, Lian nailed ght 
a Leningrad: ladatel'stvo “Nauka. 1969], 39-215), of which only half are p Cni 1JUNE 1689 a public waming w: “ 

7 edition [Sedans proud akon Grea, voe in a [ic hadas eee 3 public warning was posted “in all usual and prominent “neritic BKA places" of the capital of Naxos, an island of the Cyclades inthe Aegean y Mabima Greka, 2:319- 17. ; 

OUT Thestudy by Kaprerey (sce above, n. 18) contains the most comp Sca. It was signed by mastro Vasilis Lemonitis, a craftsman, and was 
E Been de Seb Dere Fac Arabi dd sed ro sisted to his wife. His complaint was that, Without cing be 

| ža Tem in Tachiaon, Pego, 227-31 and 134-6 husband, she had secretly settled her entire dowry propery on her daugh- 
E h Taisios of Alerandria and Macarius cf A 4; The council was attended by the ter by a first marriage and had not left anything aside for the two children 

NE? och, as well as by several other Greek she had had by him. She had no right to do this, the furious husband 

= RE RD ry Septem Baten, Catherine I1 Grek a declared, because “I am the head of my wife and I am the master of er 
s Boulder, Colo.- East European Monographs, property and T am the one who will go to collect her share of the harvest 
d and it is for this property that I married hec?! 

"The end of the story is not on record, but this unique direct contem- 

porary testimony of how the woman's place was perceived is of particular 
importance for the theme of this paper. The surviving written records —— 

reflecting some important aspects of the life of women on Naxos inthe —— 
seventeenth century provide us with the opportunity to reconstruct, 

partially and tentatively, the social reali that confronted women in the 

Greek world of that period, and to nore certain links between these 

realities and those of the Byzantine past. Å 

‘The problems attending such an investigation are» 

the proper place of women has traditionally been consider 

the public limelight, their role has been cons 

strained, and given accessory status. Ui 

question these biases. Today attempts to 

frustrated by the historical records 

iS alse fil 

referred m in the 


